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From! humble! beginnings! with! the! merely! managerial! duties! of! a! formal! Chair,! the!
rotating!Council!Presidency!of!the!European!Union!(EU)!has!evolved!into!a!crucial!player!
in!the!context!of!EU!decision!making,!although!its!impact!remains!largely!unaddressed!in!
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EC! in!many! economic! sectors.! One! of! those! sectors!was! air! transport,! where! national!
protective! measures! were! restricting! market! access! in! most! EC! member! states.!
Deregulation! and! more! competition! in! air! services! was! a! longHheld! preference! of! the!
Conservative!government!under!Margaret!Thatcher! in! the!United!Kingdom! (UK),!which!
was!to!take!over!the!rotating!Presidency!of!the!Council!of!Ministers!H!the!key!legislative!
institution! in! the! Community,! bringing! together! the! member! governments! H! for! six!
months!in!July!1986.!The!British!government!shared!this!substantive!position!with!Ireland!
and,!in!particular,!the!Netherlands,!and!was!supported!by!domestic!and!transnational!air!
transport! lobbyists! as! well! as! consumer! representatives.1! However,! most! other! EC!
member! governments,! while! supporting! the! common! market! and! less! regulation! in!


















its! own! national! position! away! from! its! hitherto! consistently! preferred! “open! skies”!
policy!to!a!compromise!proposal!for!such!limited!deregulation!that!it!not!only!resembled!
the!FrancoHGerman!“minimalist”!approach!Britain!had!rejected!only!two!months!before,!
but!earned! sharp!protest!not!only! from! its!Dutch!allies!but!also! from! the!air! transport!





of! the! other! Council! members! or! transnational! stake! holders! (which! had,! if! anything,!
hardened! further);! nor! had! there! been! any! change! in! the! institutional! setting! or!
bargaining!dynamics!inside!the!Council.!The!only!difference!was!that!the!UK!now!held!the!
Presidency!of!the!Council,!and!with!it!responsibility!inter$alia!for!the!outcome!of!Council!







justified! his! actions,! explicitly! pointing! to! his! “responsibilities! as! Council! president:! the!












Having! illustrated! the!PE! in!action! (I.1),! I!proceed!as! follows:!after! first!outlining! its!
relevance! in! the!context!of!European! integration! (I.2)!and!European! integration! theory!
(I.3),!I!briefly!review!the!state!of!the!art!of!research!on!the!Council!Presidency!(I.4).!I!then!










representative! (II.3)! and! administrator! (II.4).! I! then!probe! three! hard! cases! H! the! three!
British!Council!Presidencies!in!1977!(III.),!1981!(IV.)!and!1986!(V.)!H!for!empirical!evidence!
of!the!Presidency!effect!by!tracing!the!PE!mechanisms!through!the!performance!of!this!
sample! of! Presidencies! in! those! four! Presidency! roles.! The! study! concludes! (VI.)! by!
reviewing!the!findings!for!each!Presidency!case!and!arguing!that!to!the!extent!that!the!









to! the! progressive! institutionalization! of! cooperation! and! joint! policy!making! among! a!
growing! number! of! European! countries.! Collectively,! these! decisions! and! the!





at! least! continues! the! practice! of! Community! cooperation,! adding! to! the! acquis!
communautaire5! as!well!as! to!members’! coHoperation!experience,!and!at!most,! further!
builds!the!Community! framework!(in!particular,! though!not!exclusively,! in!the!soHcalled!
“constitutional”!decisions!on!Treaties!or!institutions).!
No! discernible! teleology! is! at! the! heart! of! this! process;! no! agreedHupon! finality!
determines! its! direction.! Indeed,! each! occasion! for! decision! has! presented! decision!
makers!with!a!range!of!options,! including!alternatives!to!integration;!and!vocal!sceptics!
and!opponents!of!integration!have!made!themselves!heard!throughout.!Their!objections!
and! disagreements! underline! the! fact! that! integration! is! not! “natural”,! automatic,! or!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4! The! notion! of! “European! level”! institutions! does! not! necessarily! mean! “supranational”:! not! all! EC/EU!
institutions! are! supranational! in! character,! even! though! that! was! the! distinctive! trait! of! the! core!
Community! institutions!established!by! the!Treaty!of!Rome! (the!European!Commission!and! the!European!
Parliament! (EP))! in!1957.!Other!Community! institutions,! such!as! the!Council! of!Ministers,! and! important!
later! additions,! notably! the! European! Council,! have! generally! been! considered! to! be! of! an!










alternatives! and! numerous! obstacles.! They! also! raise! the! question! why! integration!
continues! to!proceed,!why! it! is! even!perceived!as! a!big,! connected! (if! not! coherent!or!
straightforward)! whole! from! the! postHWWII! period! until! today.! For! the! notion! of! a!
process! of! “European! integration”! is! widely! shared;! this! process! is! generally! seen! as!
ongoing!and!openHended.!
This!is!curious,!because!the!process!of!European!integration!is!not!only!not!automatic!
but! also! unpredictable.! Key! integration! choices! cannot! be! fully! accounted! for! by!
constellations!of!member! state! interests! and!distributions!of! bargaining!power,! nor!by!
the!addition!of! institutional!agency!and!substantive! spillHover!phenomena!–!and!hence!
are! only! unsatisfactorily! explained! by! the! major! theoretical! schools! of! European!
integration:! structuralist! (most! prominently! neoliberal! intergovernmentalism)! and!
institutionalist! approaches! (most! prominently! neofunctionalism/supranationalism).6!
Nonetheless,!they!–!and,!more!recently,! ideational!accounts7!of!European! integration!–!
have! established! three! core! causal! variables! whose! interplay! is! at! the! heart! of! the!
process! and! the! remarkable!outcome! that! is! European! integration:! interests,! ideas!and!
institutions.! Only! gradually,! the! causal! impact! of! the! process! itself! –! the! politics! of!
European!integration!–!has!been!moving!into!focus.!Process!deserves!attention!because!
its!importance!is!emphasized!by!practitioners,!and!it!entails!–!and!may!be!shown!to!entail!
–! mechanisms! and! dynamics! that,! under! certain! conditions,! can! propel! European!
integration! forward! and! which! cannot! be! reduced! to! bargaining! outcomes,! functional!
spillHover!from!existing!cooperation!or!substantive!ideological!visions!of!where!the!EU!is!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!






headed! per! se.! This! study! focuses! on! one! neglected! set! of! such!mechanisms! –! jointly!
referred!to!as!“the!Presidency!effect”!H!and!the!way!they!can!contribute!to!the!dynamic!
of!European!integration!by$biasing$the$member$state$holding$the$rotating$Council$PresiG













! This! argument! thus! includes! institutionalist! reasoning! about! manHmade! organizaH
tions,!procedures!and!rules!–!“institutions”!which!may!or!may!not!have!reflected!actors’!
“interests”!at!their!origin,!but!may!change!irrespective!of!structural!conditions!–!impactH
ing! upon! actors’! choices! independently! of! structural! constraints.8! However,! the! main!








of! the! European! Court! of! Justice! (ECJ),! “prevent! backward!movement! from! the! status!
quo!more! than! they!compel! specific! steps! forward”! (Parsons!2003:!18).!Moreover,!not!






elections! to! the! European! Parliament,9! on! the! one! hand,! and! a! decrease! in! the! ComH




! Instead,! I!argue,! (liberal)! intergovernmentalism! is! right! to!emphasize! that!European!
integration!stands!and!falls!with!the!member!states.!The!integration!process,!however,!is!
not! simply! the! result! of! their! preference! orders! and! the! institutionalization! of! interH
governmental!bargaining!outcomes!determined!by!participants’!relative!power.12!Rather,!
it! is! the!product!of!the!encounter!of!national!preferences!and! ideational! factors,! in!the!
form!of! prevailing! elite! and! public! expectations,! in! the! very! institutions! and! processes!
through!which!the!member!states!partake!in!(and!yes,!dominate)!EU!decisionHmaking.13!
This! means! that! institutionalists! are! also! right:! “[i]nstitutions! affect! outcomes”!
(Aspinwall/Schneider! 2000:! 4),! including$ the$ intergovernmental$ ones,! the! Council! of!
Ministers! and! the! European! Council.! EU!member! states! do! not! interact! in! a! vacuum,!
beginning! each! new! set! of! negotiations!with! a! tabula$ rasa.! Rather,! they! (interH)act! as!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!According! to! the! figures! reported!by! the!EP! itself,! total! turnout!has! gradually!declined!over! time! from!
almost!62%!in!1979!to!just!43%!in!2009!(albeit!with!a!background!of!a!rising!number!of!member!states!and!
changing!electoral!procedures,!as!well!as!considerable!variation!between!member!states).!Only!the!most!
recent! 2014! election! showed! a! moderate! increase! in! turnout! for! the! first! time! (to! 43,09%),! cf.!









13! Cf.! Similarly! Schimmelfennig’s! (2003)! conceptualization! of! strategic! action! in! a! “Community! environH





members! of! both! the! EU’s! “dual! executive”! (Council! and! Commission)! and! its! “twoH
chamber! legislature”! (Council! and! Parliament,!Hix/Høyland! 2011:! 23,! 49),! as!well! as! in!
the!European!Council,!provider!of!overall!political!leadership!and!mediator!of!last!resort.!
As! a! governing! institution,! the! Council! has! developed! various! instruments! and! proceH
dures!to!facilitate!decisionHmaking,!which!in!turn!is!governed!by!particular!rules14!–!these!
are!not!adHhoc,!oneHoff!negotiations!over!the!distribution!of!substantive!gains,!the!results!
of! which! are! predictable! on! the! basis! of! participants’! asymmetrical! interdependence.!
They! are!much!more! than! just! another! instance! of! “general! tendencies! among! demoH
cratic!states!in!modern!world!politics”.15!
! In! other! words,! in! the! context! of! Council! negotiations,! the! liberal! intergovernH








representation! of! the! whole,! the! EU/EC,! in! the! negotiations! through! a! Commission!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!












representative.!Moreover,! these!negotiations! are!meticulously!planned,! prepared,! shaH
ped!and!steered!by!the!Council!Presidency,!whose!central!role!all!member!states!take!on!
in! turns! (cf.! Chapter! I.5.3).! In! the!multilayered!decisionHmaking! architecture!of! the! EU,!
the! Council! is! the! decisive! institution,! and! in! its! context,! the! representatives! of! the!
national! governments! who! come! together! in! the! working! groups,! committees! and!
ministerial!meetings!of! the!Council! H! including! those!exercising! the!Presidency!of! these!
various!gatherings!on!behalf!of!the!incumbent!national!government!at!any!given!point!in!
time!H!can!usefully!be!understood!to!be!playing!a!twoHlevel!game.!Yet!the!PE!effectively!
suggests! an! extension! or! elaboration! of! twoHlevel! game! theory! (Putnam! 1988):! for!
Putnam,! determinants! of! winHset! size! include! power! and! preference! distributions! and!
coalitions!as!well! as! (ratification)! institutions!at! the!domestic! level! (level! II),! but!at! the!
basically!institutionHfree!international!negotiating!table!(level!I),!only!negotiators’!strateH
gies!in!the!context!of!the!distribution!of!all!negotiators’!positions!make!a!difference.!The!




increasingly! undermines! any! clearHcut! distinction! of! national! vs.! common/EC/EU! inteH
rests.! The!mere! fact! that!member! states! are! members! and! do! participate! in! a! neverH
ending!string!of!negotiations!on!issues!linked!in!multiple!and!complex!ways!means!their!
interests!are!more!than!national,!as!they!continuously!renew!their!agreement!to!pay!the!
maintenance! price! for! their! ‘negotiation! forum’.! In! the! extreme,! as! some! form! of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16!Cf.! Schimmelfennig! (2003)! for!another! theoretical!model!of! “strategic!action! in!a!Community!environH





cooperation! in! the! EU! context! becomes! the! default! ‘way! things! are! done’,! any! deal! is!





condemned! to!achieve!a! successful!outcome! to!a!Community!negotiation,!even! if! they!
have! sometimes!made! it! difficult! for! themselves! to! present! success! in! the! Community!




Moreover,! the!EU!reality!of!quasiHcontinuous!negotiations!on!multiple! levels!and! in!
several! specialized! yet! partially! overlapping! fora! underpins! the! notion! that! European!
integration,! far! from! being! merely! the! cumulative! result! of! consecutive! ‘completed’!
bargains,!is!an!ongoing!process!of!policy!making!with!attendant!socialization!effects!that!
may!further!remove!negotiation!outcomes!from!initial!member!government!preferences.!
Thus,! in! preparing! the! ground! for! Council! meetings,! specialized! officials! pursue!
substantive! questions! over! the! long! term! in!working! groups,! and! the! highly! socialized!
Permanent!Representatives!of!the!Member!States!form!all!input!–!horizontal!and!vertical!










the! outcome! of! the! Summits! of! EU! Heads! of! State! and! Government! in! the! European!
Council! alongside! the! Commission.!Ministerial! Councils! –! especially! the! Economic! and!
Financial! Affairs! Council! (ECOFIN)! and! the! Agricultural! Council! –! have! been! known! to!
consider! their! deliberations! and! decisions! to! be! beyond! outside! scrutiny;20! conversely,!
members!of!the!European!Council!have!found!it!necessary!to!ignore!or!contradict!Council!
decisions,! or! ministers! have! collaborated! in! Council! decisions! that! were! against! their!
principals’!preferences!(cf.!Ludlow!2002:!58).!The!EU’s!decision!making!machine,!in!other!
words,!by!broadening!and!deepening!access!to!decisions!beyond!the!very!top!of!national!
political! hierarchies! not! only! complicates! the! process! of! ascertaining! ‘the! national!
interest’,! but! also! strains! the! fault! lines! within! the! lessHthanHunitary! member!
governments,!especially!those!based!on!coalitions.!
Third,! ideational! factors! compound! institutional! factors,! in! particular! the! role!
assigned!to!the!rotating!Council!Presidency,!in!affecting!the!relative!value!of!agreement!
for!member!states!to!an!extent!that! leaves! little!room!for!the!assertion!that! it! is!being!
“dictated”!by!asymmetrical! interdependence.!These! ideational! factors!are!based! in! the!
historical! phenomenon! of! a! general! postHWorld! War! II! consensus! in! Europe! that!












al! participation! in! the! European! project! have! grown! manifest! if! diffuse! expectations!
regarding!the!outcomes!of!the!routinized!Council!meetings!and!the!‘success’!of!Council!
Presidencies.22!
Thus,! member! governments’! political! commitment! to! the! European! Union! is! continuH




thus!maintain! credibility.! This! responsibility! has! generated! and! is! perpetuated! in! deciH
sionHmaking! procedures! geared! to! avoid! open! disagreement:! constructive! abstention,!
avoidance! of! voting! in! the! Council,23! extensive! preHmeeting,! behind! the! scenes! conH
sensus/compromiseHseeking,!and!the!existence!of!COREPER!itself!–!truly!openHresult!EU!
decisionHmaking,! apart! from! the! infrequent! decisions!based!on!mandatory!national! reH
ferenda,! has! become! rare:! once! a! topic! appears! on! the! EU! agenda,! some! form! of! EU!
action! H! in!other!words:!more! integration! H!will! almost! inevitably! result.! The! increasing!





Rifkin!2004;!as!well!as! successive!Eurobarometer! surveys.!The!effect!of!a!more! recent! transformation!of!





23! According! to!Mark! Aspinwall! and!Gerald! Schneider! (2000:! 4),! the! “Council’s! drive! towards! consensus!








hypothesized! here! also! means! that! while! it! is! certainly! possible! to! distinguish! major!
constitutive!decisions!in!the!integration!process!(including!the!“five!treatyHamending!sets!







institutional! and! ideational! pressures! adherent! to! EC/EU! policy! making! has! not! dimiH
























politics! more! broadly! and! the! process! of! European! integration! overall! has! received!
comparatively!little!attention,!and!become!the!focus!of!analysis!in!a!more!sustained!way!
only!recently.!Apart!from!mostly!descriptive!analyses!of!the!Presidency!in!its!institutional!




functioning! of! the! Council! Presidency! (e.g.! Kietz! 2007;! Elgström! (ed.)! 2003;! Metcalfe!
1998),! evaluating! Presidency! performance! (e.g.! Quaglia/MoxonHBrowne! 2006;! Schout/!
Vanhoonacker! 2006;! Wurzel! 2001,! 2004),! explaining! institutional! change! in! the! PresiH
dency!(Héritier!2007,!Tallberg!2006),!and!what!might!be!summarized!as!the!power(s)!and!
influence! of! the! Presidency! (e.g.! Thomson! 2008;! Warntjen! 2008,! 2007;! Crum! 2007;!
Schalk!et!al!2007;!Beach/Mazzucelli!(eds.)!2006;!Tallberg!2006,!2003).!In!the!latter!cateH
gory,! a! central! question! concerns! the! degree! to!which! holding! the! Presidency! does! or!














incumbent.! Elgström! (2006)! has!made! a! first! attempt! to! highlight! some!ways! in!which!
expectations! associated! with! the! Presidency! can! interact! with! an! incumbent’s! role!
conceptions! to!affect! role!performance.!That! is!where! this! study!enters! the!discussion,!
arguing!that!tenure!of!the!Council!Presidency!can!affect!a!member!state’s!behavior,!and!
potentially!have!an! impact!upon!Council!decisions,! in!a!way!that!generates!momentum!
for! further! integration.!For!the! incumbent,! the!combined!effect!of! three!aspects!of! the!













than! both! by! playing! down! the! power! of! the! Presidency! and! revealing! instead! the! resources! of! today’s!






In!order! to! trace! the!Presidency!effect,! this! study!breaks! it!down! into! the!mechanisms!
through!which! it!operates,!which!are! tied! to! the! four! roles!associated!with! the!Council!
Presidency.!The!notion!of!“role”!is!therefore!a!core!conceptual!tool!used!to!identify!the!
influence! the! office! has! on! the! people! acting! within! it.! In! 1991,! Donald! G.! Searing!











state! to! explain! government! decisions! as! the! output! of! bargaining! among! actors! with!
competing! views! on! what! should! be! done.! The! model! assumes! that! “these! different!
views!of! the! interests!of! the!state!are!determined!by! the!positions! that! the! individuals!









“normative!expectations,! constituting! the! role!of!each! incumbent!of!a!position”,!which!
constrain!the!actors!in!question.!“‘Normative’!refers!not!to!what!is!normal!or!usual!but!to!
what! is! required,! in! the! sense! that! failure! to! perform! the! role! is! open! to! criticism,!
censure,!and!penalty.!The!expectations!are!partly!those!which!go!with!the!positions!and!




assume! those!expectations! to!be!exclusively!normative! in! the! sense!elaborated!above;!
rather,!they!can!also!be!“realistic”!in!terms!of!what!is!the!“usual”!behavior!of!an!actor!in!
that! role,! allowing! participants! to! calculate! with! and! accommodate! deviant! behavior!
without!giving!up!the!normative!ideal.!This!is!in!line!with!Searing’s!(1991:!1253)!view!that!
politicians!think!about!their!roles!“as!patterns,!as!configurations!of!goals,!attitudes,!and!
behaviors! that! are! characteristic! of! people! in! particular! positions.”! He! called! for! a!
“conception!of! roles! that! is!sensitive!to!the! interplay!between! institutional! frameworks!
and! individual! preferences! H! and! to! the! fact! that! this! balance!between! framework!and!
preference! varies! greatly! from! one! role! to! another”,27! advocating! the! use! of! a! “motiH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26! Hollis/Smith! 1991:! 155,! emphasis! in! the! original.! In! other! words,! “role! identities! are! not! based! on!
intrinsic!properties!and!as!as!such!exist!only!in!relation!to!Others.!…![O]ne!can!have!these!identities!only!by!
occupying! a! position! in! a! social! structure! and! following! behavioral! norms! toward! Others! possessing!
relevant!counterHidentities.!(…)!The!sharing!of!expectations!on!which!role!identities!depend!is!facilitated!by!
the! fact! that! many! roles! are! institutionalized! in! social! structures! that! preHdate! particular! interactions”,!
Wendt!1999:!227,!emphasis!in!the!original.!





vational”! approach! to! the! study! of! roles,!which! “focuses! on! the! content! of! roles,! parH
ticularly!on!the!goals!and!incentives!that!drive!them.”28!This!means!acknowledging!that,!
on!the!one!hand,!“roles!are!deeply!embedded!in!institutions!that!structure!the!range!of!
roles! available!and! structure!how!particular! roles! are! to!be!played”,! and,!on! the!other!
hand,!that!“individuals!participate! in!defining!their!own!roles,!…!these!roles!have!many!
variations,! and! …! they! are! usually! undergoing! change”,29! but! without! attributing! role!
performance! to! either! institutional! shape! or! incumbency! preferences! exclusively.! The!
motivation!approach,!according! to!Searing! (ibid.:!1248),!“suggests! that! the!best!way!to!
understand! the! roles!of!politicians! is! to! try! to! see! them!as! they!do”! (and! there! is! little!
reason!to!assume!that!this!should!not!hold!for!officials,!as!well).!Accordingly,!the!attenH
dant!concept!of! role! is! rather!straightforward! H!“the!part!one!plays! in!an!event!or!proH
cess”! H! and! roles! are!best!understood! “as! they!are!understood!by! their! players,! as!dyH
namic! interactions! between! rules! and! reasons,! between! institutional! constraints! and!
individual! preferences.”!Most! importantly,! in! the! context!of! this! study,! “[w]hen!we! inH





















“they! can!never! fully! specify!or!be! fully! consistent!with! all! the! relationships,! attitudes,!









afterwards! and! to! keep!…! one’s! credibility”! (ibid.,! cf.! also! Searing! 1991:! 1252,!Wendt!
1999:!227).!Similarly,!Searing!(1991:!1252/53)!argues!that!“roles!vary!greatly! in!the!deH
gree! to!which! they! are!determined!by! the! institution’s! formal! structure”,! and! that! the!














(cf.! ibid.:!157).!Moreover,!each!actor!will!have!more!or! less!“roleHdistance”,! in! that!deH
cisions!may!be!taken!in!a!role!for!reasons!not!associated!with!that!role,!or!there!may!be!a!
difference!between!the!professed!and!the!actual!motives! for!an!action.31!Finally,!“roleH
players! each!have! several! roles”,! and! “conflict! between! roles! is! as! common!as! conflict!
within! them”! (ibid.).! In! sum,! actor! behavior! in! a! role! is! affected! by! the! “obligations”!
(Goffman!1961)!or!requirements!due!to!the!formal!and!informal!rules!attendant!to!that!
















assessing! the!actor’s!attachment! to!his!particular! role!and! relevant! in! such!a!way!as! to! suggest! that! the!
actor! possibly! has! some!measure! of! disaffection! from,! and! resistance! against,! the! role.”! Role! distance,!
Goffman!argued,!“falls!between!role!obligations,!on!one!hand,!and!actual!role!performance,!on!the!other”.!
He! distinguished! role! distance! from! “role! embracement”,!which! involved! “an! admitted! or! expressed! atH
































In! this! context,!Presidency!plays!a!number!of! roles! H! it!displays! “dynamic!and!adaptive!
patterns!of!goals,!attitudes!and!behaviors”!(Searing!1991:!1255)!H!that!are!constituted!by!
its! institutional! shape!and! the!expectations!associated!with! it,! that! is,! the!purpose!and!
tasks! prescribed! for! the! office! and! the! rules! and! norms! governing! the! Presidency’s!
activities.! The! latter! “have!mostly! developed! in! an! informal! way! and! have! only! partly!
been!formalized”,!which!“constitutes!a!stark!contrast!to!the!rapid! increase!of!the!tasks!
performed!by!the!Presidency”!(Héritier!2007:!121).!The!rotating!Council!Presidency! is!a!
constitutional!element!of!the!EU! in!that! its!existence! is!enshrined! in!the!Treaties;!howH




fulfills.! Various! editions! of! secondary! rules! have! indeed! included! detailed! procedural!
instructions! for! the! Council! Presidency! aimed! at! enhancing! efficiency! as! well! as! conH
tinuity!and!coherence!between!Presidencies;!yet!beyond!that,!no!stipulations!are!made!
regarding! the! behavior,! effectiveness,! or! desired! outcomes! to! be! reached! by! any! indiH
vidual!Presidency.33!Buried!deep! in!the!Council!Rules!of!Procedure!can!be!found!a!goal!
specification!in!the!form!of!an!admonition!to!try!and!reach!agreement!at!official!level,34!
but! there! is!no! such!prompt! for! the!political,!ministerial! level.! In!other!words,! there! is!
nothing!whatever!in!the!formal!rules!to!stop!a!Presidency!doing!its!best!to!either!push!for!
or! prevent! or! delay! any! agreement! or! decision! in! the! Council! in! accordance! with! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







incumbent’s! national! preferences.35!Written! informal! rules! only! go! a! little! further,! deH
manding!that!the!“Presidency!must,!by!definition,!be!neutral!and!impartial”,!and!gently!













cil,!even! though! representatives!at! those! levels!may! face! stronger!political!pressures.37!
Beyers!(ibid.:!905)!argues!that!“[i]n!contrast!to!a!perspective!that!depicts!the!Council!as!
an! arena! where! only! specific! national! interests! are! represented! and! defended,! …! the!
Council!is!a!fertile!laboratory!for!studying!actor!behavior!that!is!governed!by!roleHplaying!
and!rules!of!appropriateness.”!One!indicator!for!this!is!that!given!the!diversity!of!member!










the! Presidency! vademecum!and! sets! out! in! a! practical! context! the! arrangements! concerning! the! prepaH
ration!and!running!of!a!Presidency”,!ibid.:!7.!
37!Beyers!(2005:!932)!finds!that!“adopted!roles!reflect!the!overall!elite!attitude!within!a!member!state”,!so!
that!“[i]n!this!respect,!domestic!Council!officials!are!quite! ‘representative’”,!at! least! in!the!context!of!the!





unanimity! unlikely.! Yet! to! this! day,! the! large! majority! of! Council! decisions! are! taken!
unanimously,!including!those!for!which!a!qualified!majority!would!be!sufficient.38!While!
some!of!this!behavior!is!likely!to!be!attributable!to!logHrolling,!this!logic!is!both!enabled!
and! constrained! by! the! high! issue! density! of! an! institution! that! makes! hundreds! of!
decisions!across!a!large!and!increasing!number!of!policy!fields!every!year,!and!more!likely!
to! occur! in! a! context! of! normHbased! “mutual! understanding! and! trust”.39! And! indeed,!
over! time,! the! Council! is! widely! recognized! by! experts! and! practitioners! alike! to! have!
developed!a!range!of!informal!rules!and!norms!governing!its!work;!and!in!particular,!the!
Council! Presidency! has! grown! into! essentially! four! roles,40! one! more! managerial! and!
three! more! political,! institutionalized! to! different! degrees,! associated! with! distinct!
expectations,! and! faced! with! diverse! challenges:! leader,! broker,! representative! and!
administrator.!
1) Leader!–!the!shaping!of!the!Council’s!(and!thereby!also!largely!the!EU’s)!agenda.!






39! “For! understanding!when! and! how! a! culture! of! compromise! arises! in! the! Council,! strategic! decisionH
making!models!may!overestimate!the! importance!of!formal!rules!and!underestimate!the! impact!of! inforH
mal! rules! of! appropriateness! that! shape! the! actor’s! [sic]! environment! and! their! propensity! to! comproH
mise.”! Beyers! 2005:! 906,! cf.!Mattila/Lane! 2001:! 45H48.! Indeed,! Beyers’! observations! “clearly! refute! the!























































the! introduction.!The!research$objective!of! this! study!has!also!been! introduced,!but! its!
methodological! approach! requires! specification.! The! research! design! for! the! theoryH
building!pursued!here!(the!incorporation!of!new!variables!into!the!existing!state!of!knowH
ledge! through! the! provision! of! supplementary! theory)! explores! the! causal! impact! of! a!
particular!independent!variable,!the!Council!Presidency,!whose!influence!may!vary!across!
cases,43!by! systematically!examining!whether! the!preliminary!expectations!about!when!
and!why! it!matters! developed! in! the! theory! chapters! hold! in! a! particular! set! of! cases:!
three!deeply!Eurosceptic!British!Council!Presidencies.!
This!study!straddles!more!than!one!kind!of!theory!building!research!objective!(cf.!George!





be”,! a! preliminary! test! of! new! hypotheses! on! least! likely! or! “hard”! cases! (Eurosceptic!
Council!Presidencies)!to!assess!whether!extended,!more!intensive!testing!is!called!for.44!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43!The!potential! importance!of!this!exploration! lies! in!the!fact!that!this!particular! independent!variable! is!
present!in!every!instance!of!European!integration!since!the!Treaty!of!Paris,!establishing!the!European$Coal$
and$Steel$Community!(ECSC),!came!into!effect!on!July!23,!1952:!there!are!no!cases!of!“no!x”!in!this!research!












integration,! but! to! look! at! how! holding! the! Council! Presidency! can! affect! EU!member!
state! behavior! –! a! small! but! potentially! significant! contribution! to! the! overall! body! of!
theory!formulated!in!the!context!of!the!European!integration!research!program.!In!other!











to! account! for! the! extent! of! integration! achieved! over! the! last! 60+! years,! and! for! the!
integration!progress!still!happening!today.!In!adding!to!the!existing!theoretical!explanaH




the! original).! Accordingly,! in! the! context! of! this! study,! nothing! except! tenure! of! the! Council! Presidency!













tionHfriendly!during! their!Presidency.! This! focus!on!Presidential!behavior!allows! for! the!




In! the! interest! of! probing! the! hypothesis! of! this! study! that! tenure! of! the! Council!
Presidency!will!bias!a!member!state! in! favor!of! further! integration,!and!because!actual!
change! in! member! state! behavior! can!manifest! itself! in! too!many! ways! to! categorize!
meaningfully,! variation! in! the! dependent! variable! is! defined! here! as! broadly! binary:!
behavior!changes!favoring!further! integration!are!distinguished!from!those!that!do!not.!
These!nominal!categories!encompass!a!Presidency’s!stances!and!actions!with!respect!to!
the!dossiers! on! the!Council’s! agenda,! including! everything! from! fairly! discrete! shifts! in!










to!make!a! real! difference! to! the!outcome!of!particular!negotiations.! In! this!way,! small!
changes! in! the!approach!of!some!states!might! turn!out! to!be!more!consequential! than!
others’!unwavering,!strong!support!for!European!integration.46!!
Concretely,! such! behavior! change!may!manifest! itself,! inter! alia,! in! Presidency! choices!
regarding!the!Council’s!agenda!(issues!included!or!excluded,!prioritized!or!relegated)!and!
organization!(formal!and!informal!meetings,!visits!and!other!contacts),!Presidency!goals!





























constant! underlying! proHintegration! pressure! on! the! incumbent! H! without,! however,!






vation! as!well! as! its! own! and! others’! evaluation! of! its! performance! and! results!
(the!ideational$aspects!of!the!Presidency);!
3) Agenda:! issues! on! the!Councils’! agendas! during! a! Presidency’s! tenure,!whether!
‘inherited’!or!new;!









member! states! in! all! circumstances! (often! framed! in! terms! of! the! “national! interest”)!
would!generally!be!expected!to!have!a!very!important!influence!on!their!behavior!–!not!
just!during!the!Presidency,!but!at!all!times.!Indeed,!the!differences!among!the!(currently)!





of! the! Council! Presidency! –! its! institutional! shape,! the! expectations! it! carries! and! the!













making,!has! changed! considerably!over! time! (cf.! Chapter! I.3.3),! this! aspect!of! it! appears! to!have!been!a!
constant.!One!of! the!most! important! (former)!UK!officials,! involved!with!ECHUK!relations!since!before! its!
membership,!sees! the!Presidency!as!having!been!“originally”!conceived!“as!a!way!of!spreading!responsiH
bility!for!policy!making!and!for!carrying!forward!policy!that!you!obviously!couldn’t!—!you!needed!an!orgaH














As! the!Council!Presidency’s! initial! role!has!evolved!over! time,! its!added! responsibilities!
have!increased!its!relevance!in!the!context!of!the!EU!policyHmaking!process!as!well!as!the!
pressure!on!incumbents!to!deliver!a!‘successful’!tenure!(cf.!Chapters!II.1!and!II.3).!Thus,!
the! institutional! aspects! of! the! Presidency! have! come! to! be! associated! with! certain!
motivations,! the! ideational! factors! shaping! the! role! of! the! Presidency! at! any! given!
moment,!namely!the!expectations!the!Presidency!faces!from!its!fellow!Council!members,!




















sing!dossiers,!whether! the! latter!are! introduced!by!a!Presidency! itself49!or! imposed!on!
the! agenda! exogenously,! in! which! case! the! salience! of! distractions! (e.g.! unforeseen!
events)!that!can!change!players!and/or!the!agenda!and/or!otherwise!divert!attention!and!
resources!matters.!Substantively,!these!dossiers!cover!practically!the!entirety!of!the!EC/!
EU’s!activities! (as! there! is!very! little! in!which! the!Council,!and!hence! the!Presidency,! is!
not! involved),!and!vary!on!several!dimensions,!such!as! internal! (interH!and! intraHinstituH
tional)!vs.!external,!constitutional!vs.!political,!and!consensual!vs.!controversial,!as!well!as!
















tional! shape!vary! (largely)! independently!of! incumbency,! the!expectations!assoH
ciated!with!a!Presidency!do!not;!
• multiple! cases!with! the! same! value!on! this! important! dimension!of! variation! in!




• restricting! the! analysis! to! a! single!member! state! also!makes! possible! more! inH
depth!case!studies!in!spite!of!time!and!resource!constraints!as!well!as!limitations!
on!the!observability!and!measurability!of!certain!factors.!
For! these! reasons,! this! study! is! based!on! the! analysis! of! a! sample! of! a! single!member!
state’s!Presidency!experiences,!with!a!perspective!to!extending!it!to!the!remainder!of!EU!






• for! the!purposes!of!a!building$block$study!of!one!of! the! factors! (EC/EU!member!
state!behavior!in!the!Presidency)!contributing!to!the!overall!outcome!at!the!cenH
























there! is!a! finite,!albeit!growing,!universe!of!clearly!delineated!cases! featuring!the! indeH






perimental! research! design! comparing! attitudes! and! behavior! before,! during! and! after!
‘exposure’!to!the!Council!Presidency.50!Thus,!case!selection!on!the!independent!variable!
is!easily!feasible.!At!the!same!time,!this!setHup!preserves!the!possibility!for!any!single!one!
of! the!cases!under!consideration!to!reject! the!variable!of! interest! (the!Presidency)!as!a!





















51! This! circumstance! also!makes! them! less! desirable! candidates! for! study! in! the! context! of! a! plausibility!
probe,!as!this!coHvariation!of!two!factors! (member!state!Europhilia!as!part!of!the! incumbency!factor!and!






tical! concerns),!British!Presidencies! could!be!expected! to!act! in!ways!quite!opposite! to!




















1992! under! John!Major,! who! sought! a! departure! from!Margaret! Thatcher’s! approach! to! the! European!
Community! in! a! “change!of! tone”! (George!1998:! 238)! and! in! climate!by!moving!Britain! “to! the!heart! of!
Europe”!(Young!1998:!424);!and!in!1998!and!2005!under!Tony!Blair,!who!pursued!an!entirely!new!European!
outlook! with! the! New! Labour! project! which! deliberately! and! explicitly! did! not! conceive! of! itself! as!
“Eurosceptic”.!Because!these!changes!can!be!expected!to!affect!British!European!policy!in!the!same!direcH
tion!as! the!Presidency!effect,! they!generate!a! lot!of! “noise”!covering!any!Presidency!effect! “signal”,!and!





tant! aspect! of! the! independent! incumbency! factor! (general!member! state! attitude! toH
ward!European! integration)! is!held!constant!at!an!extreme!value!H!a!single,!Eurosceptic!
member!state.53!Moreover,!the!selection!of!exclusively!Presidencies!held!by!a!EuroscepH










ing!economic! fortunes!of! the!UK.!Even!though!this! factor!does!not!necessarily!coHvary/!
correlate!with!member!state!attitudes!to!the!integration!process,!there!are!clear!wealth!
differences!among!EU!member!states,!specifically!but!not!exclusively!between!older!and!
more! recent! members,! and! there! is! a! case! to! be! made! for! their! impact! on! a! given!
member’s!negotiation!behavior!and!its!approach!to!the!Presidency.!




many!ways! over! time! (see! below).! Nonetheless,! there! is! continuity,! and! the! time! span! covered! is! short!
enough!for!the!UK’s!basic!geopolitical!givens,!national! interests!and!even! its!general!political!culture!and!













an! overview! of! the! cases! that!will! form! the! empirical! foundation! of! this! analysis.! It! is!




and/or!Government!of! the! incumbent!member! state! (in! the! European!Council);! its! FoH
reign!Minister!and/or!a!deputy! (in! the!General/Foreign!Affairs!Councils)54;! the!Minister!
and/or!a!deputy!from!the!pertinent!specialized!Ministry!or!Ministries!(in!all!other,!topical!
constellations! of! the! Council! of!Ministers);! the! incumbent!member! state’s! Permanent!
Representative!to!the!EC/EU!at!Ambassadorial!level!and!their!deputy!(in!the!Committee!
of!Permanent!Representatives,!or!COREPER,! the!highest!officialHlevel! committee!of! the!
Council);! or! specialized! officials! delegated! for! the! purpose! from! the! Foreign! Ministry!
and/or!the!relevant!specialized!ministries! in!the!plethora!of!topical!working!groups!and!
preparatory! committees! operating! below! that! level.! All! these! representatives! act! and!



















































better.55! Thus,! in! terms! of! “direct! evidence”! on! decisionHmakers’! information,!motivaH
tion,! preferences! and! perceptions,! he! distinguishes,! in! order! of! preference,! ‘hard’!
primary!(HP),!‘soft’!primary!(SP)!and!‘hard’!secondary!(HS)!sources;!Lieshout!et!al.!(2004:!
92,!who!have!also!added!the!abbreviations)!complement!a!fourth!category,!‘soft’!seconH













(ibid.).!However,! in! light!of!my!experience!with! the!often!unreliable!and!contradictory! information!availH
able!on!all!these!“[p]otentially!decisive!aspects!of!the!decisionHmaking!process”!(ibid.),!I!have!been!unable!
to!similarly!take!it!at!face!value.!Instead,!I!have!resorted!to!considering!the!following!official!sources!as!deH




specifically,! the! Hansard! edited! verbatim! official! reports! of! proceedings! of! both! Houses! of! Parliament!





newspaper!and!magazine! reports!…,!public! statements!by!government! spokesmen!and!
national! leaders! justifying! their! actions,! and! ex$ post! justifications! in!memoirs! or! interH
views!by!participants!who!either!were!not!in!a!position!to!know!the!truth!or!had!an!eviH
dent!incentive!to!inflate!(or!deny)!their!own!influence”!(ibid.:!81).!HS!are!“those!sections!

































able!for! interview!have!helpfully! left!detailed!accounts!of!their!time!in!Brussels! in!book!
form),! in!addition!to!one!sitting!Danish!Permanent!Representative!and!one!sitting!Chef!
de!Cabinet!at!the!Commission,!as!well!as!several!other!current!and!former!FCO,!Council!


















(as!well! as! some! sections!of! the! interviews!mentioned!above)! as! either! ‘hard’!or! ‘soft’!
primary!sources.!The!use!of!political!biographies!and!especially!autobiographies!or!meH
moirs!in!processHtracing!analysis!is!always!a!doubleHedged!sword.!On!the!one!hand,!they!
may! sometimes!provide! the!only! record!of! certain,! especially! informal! events!within! a!




























(though! he! celebrated! his! liberation! from! journalistic! constraints! by! turning! in! over! a!










This! text!has!profited! from! this! and!other,!perhaps! less! confrontational! “battles!of! the!
books”!which!have!helped!to!fill! in!many!blanks! left!by!anodyne!public!statements!and!
























terpretations!of!a! secondary!author”.! Instead,! I! follow!Parsons! (2003:!32/33)! in! feeling!
free!“to!cite!the!parallel!conclusions!of!other!intelligent!observers!as!a!weak!but!reasonH
able!kind!of!additional!evidence”!where! they!“support!my!reading!of! the! facts”.! I!have!
undertaken! to! report! contradicting! interpretations! and! evidence! with! equal! diligence.!




The! following! sections!outline!how!the!Presidency!effect!operates! through!each!of! the!












that!may!affect! EU!decisionHmaking!and!Presidency! role!performance”! (Elgström!2003:!
3).!The!extent!to!which!the!PE!will!actually!lead!to!changes!in!that!EU!member!state’s!poH
sitions!or!behavior!depends!on!the!agenda!it!faces!and!certain!aspects!of!the!incumbent!
itself;! the!way!a!Presidency!plays! its!roles! is!the!product!of!the!encounter!between,!on!
the! one! hand,! the! formal! (constitutional)! and! informal! institutional! rules! and! norms,!
which,!in!conjunction!with!the!incumbent’s!own!approach!to/ideas!about!the!office,!conH














lished,! is!a!constant!presence,!even! if! its!pressure!on!the! incumbent!may!vary!with!the!
degree!of!politicization!of!the!EU!as!a!whole!during!its!tenure!or!the!political!salience!of!
particular!contested!issues!on!the!agenda.!Where!it!does!not!clash!with!the!incumbent’s!





































These!manifestations! of! the! Presidency! effect! describe! (and! partly! imply)! motivations!
and!behaviors! that! I!would!expect! to! find! in!any! incumbent!member!state!–!subject! to!
variation!due! to! incumbency!effects! (which!are! largely! controlled! for! in! this! study,! see!
chapter! I.6.1),! the! current! agenda! and! the! evolution! of! both! institutional! shape! and!
associated!expectations!over!time:!given!the!steady!expansion!of!tasks!and!rise! in!releH
vance!of!the!rotating!Council!Presidency!at! least!until!the!trendHbreaking!Lisbon!Treaty,!










The!Presidency!effect,! the!pressure!due! to! the!combined! impact!of! institutional! shape,!
expectations!and!agenda!on!Presidential!attitudes,!positions!and!behavior! in! its! leaderH
ship! role,!works! through! two!mechanisms.! First,! through! shaping,!albeit!not! freely!setG
ting,! the! agenda,! the! Presidency! determines! the! political! priorities! of! its! tenure! and!
thereby!also!commits!itself!to!the!results!it!hopes!to!achieve.!Thus,!“regular!agenda!items!
…! [are]! interspersed!with!some!new! ideas,!with! the!clever!presidencies! trying! to! judge!
policies!that!suited!their!interests!and!were!rising!to!the!point!of!agreement!in!any!case,!
thus!claiming!a!double!credit! for!their!resolution”!(HayesHRenshaw/Wallace!2006:!148).!
The! inherited! issues! on! the! table! notwithstanding,! the! Chair! is! able! to!make! room! for!





erences! on! its! peers,! but! rather! by! protecting! itself,! taking! critical! issues! off! the! table!


















































Thus,! the!Presidency!program!reflects! the!anticipated! interpretation!of!Presidency!outH
put!by!the!Presidency!itself,!its!peers,!and!their!respective!domestic!audiences!and!hence!
all!the!expectations!associated!with!the!office.!How!far!that!output!matches!the!(initial)!
Presidency! program!has! also! been! considered! a!measure! of! Presidency! success,!which!






























conclusion!of!an! IGC!and! the! signing!of!a!new!Treaty)! to! fall! into! their! tenure.!Hannay!
sees!





















capital! of! the! Dutch! President! of! the! Council:! a! precedent! that! has! now! become! institutionalized,! with!
successive! summits! rotating! around!Europe.! The! same!pattern!has!been!observed!by! the!Conference!of!
Finance! Ministers! and! the! Foreign! Ministers’! political! cooperation! sessions.! Although! the! institutional!
purists!have!seen!this!development!as!detracting!from!the!treaties,!it!is!beyond$question$that$this$geograG
phical$mobility$has$given$each$government$ in$turn$a$vested$ interest$ in$ensuring$that$ ‘its’$summit$goes$off$
well$and$reaches$positive$agreement”!(Wallace!1975:!308,!emphasis!added).!In!addition,!it!was!argued!that!














individual!responsibility! for!the!project!of!European!Union.! In!sum,! in!the!context!of! its!





















































successful!deals!can!add!to!the! international!prestige!of! the!member!state! in!the!Chair!
still! today,!especially! in!the!case!of!the!smaller!member!states.!All!of!which!serves!as!a!
powerful!motivator!for!the!incumbent!Presidency!to!strive!for!agreement!by!all!available!





national! interest! and! the! common! interest.! But! even! the! big!member! states! are! comH


















from!Secretary!General! of! the!Council! to!ViceHPresident!of! the!Commission!and!quasiH
permanent,! elected! President! of! the! new! Foreign!Affairs! Council.! In! effect,! this! repreH
sented!a!demotion!of! the! rotating!Council!Presidency! in! the!context!of!external! repreH





Presidency! Chair! at! the! head! of! the! Council! table,! facing! the! Commission! at! the! other! end,! while! the!
second!most!senior!member!of!the!incumbent’s!national!delegation!takes!her!place!to!the!immediate!right!
of!the!Presidency!to!head!the!national!delegation.!This,!of!course,!serves!as!a!physical!implementation!of!





the!British! team.!But! it! doesn’t! inhibit! discussion!of! a! government’s! view.! The! fact! of! being! in! the! chair!






stature! in! terms! of! external! representation,! the! rotating! Presidency! had! been! on! the!
ascendancy!in!this!role!effectively!until!the!introduction!of!the!Lisbon!reforms.!Internally,!
too,! the! PresidencyHasHrepresentative! and! negotiator! has! gained! quite! substantially! in!
influence!with!the!expansion!of!that!role.!
In!both!realms,!internal!and!external,!in!which!the!role!of!representative!is!exercised,!the!
combination! of! the! Presidency’s! changing! institutional! shape,! the! increasing! expectaH
tions!associated!with! it! and! the!challenges!on! the!agenda! it!has! faced!have!generated!
certain! incentives! for! Presidency! behavior.!Generally,! in! putting! the! incumbent! on! the!
spot!(and!literally!in!the!spotlight),!it!reinforces!the!Presidency's!responsibility!to!find!or!
create!an!agreement!which!it!can!then!represent,!thus!upping!the!performance!pressure!




dencyHasHrepresentative!has! risen,! incumbents!have! increasingly! faced!the!challenge!of!
representing!not!just!the!Council,!but!the!EU!and!its!policies!as!a!whole,!on!a!new!stage:!












































































until! 1979,! and! thus! “a! final! retreat! from! the!extensive!programme!of! social!welfare!measures! that!had!
formed!the!basis!of!the!Labour!manifesto!in!1974”!(George!1998:!114)!–!with!predictable!political!conseH











period!of! years! and!was!much! less! evident! at! the!beginning”! (Interview,! September!8,!
2010),! the!divisions!were!buried! closely! beneath! the! surface!of!UK!politics,!where! this!









had! observed,! on! the! occasion! of! the! European! Council’s! inaugural!meeting! in! Paris! (during! the! French!
Presidency!of!the!Council!of!Ministers)!in!December!1974,!the!leadership!effects!and!expectations!already!
associated! with! chairing! a! Summit! meeting! by! that! time:! “Giscard! would! be! in! the! Chair,! and! could!
therefore!exert!considerable!influence!on!the!way!the!discussion!would!go,!but!where!would!he!direct!it?!
(…)!If!…!France!should!prove!obdurate,!we!would!then!fall!back!on!a!formula!that!would!unite!everyone!exH
cept!the!French,! in!the!hope!that! if!the!President!found!himself! isolated!he!would!feel!bound!to!fall! into!
line.!There!would!be!a!special!reason!for!him!to!do!so!as!Chairman,!for!having!taken!the!initiative!in!calling!






















































own! distinctive!mark! on! the! running! of! Community! business”! (Edwards/Wallace! 1977:!
283).!Already!then,!a!“member!state!might!use!its!sixHmonth!stint!in!the!chair!to!give!an!
extra!push!to!items!it!regarded!as!especially!important,!but!it!had!to!avoid!appearing!too!













role! in! the! initiation!of! foreign!policy! consultations.! In!addition,! the!Presidency!had!efH
fectively! been! entrusted!with! preparing! and! running! European! Council! Summits,! a! reH











Council! and! reflected!on! “the! role! and!modus!operandi!of! the!Council”! and! “the!basic!
complication!that!this!role!must!be!partly!legislative,!and!akin!to!that!of!a!Parliament,!but!
mainly! executive,! policyHmaking! and! negotiating,! and! here! akin! to! that! of! a! Cabinet”!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
80!Cf.!Council!of!Ministers!of!the!European!Economic!Community!1958,!The$Rules$of$Procedure,!as!reproH











dents!by!not!examining! in!detail! our!agenda! for! the!next! six!months.!Rather! I!want! to!
consider! in!a! longer!perspective!where!the!Community!stands!today!and!in!what!direcH




nity! collaboration! quickly! or! to! propose! sweeping! reforms! in! Community! decisionHmaH
king”! (Edwards/Wallace!1977:!284).!Crosland! identified!a!need! to!establish!“a! sense!of!
priorities!and!strategic!direction!that!will!serve!us,!not!simply!in!the!next!six!months,!but!




nity’s! influence! in! the!world;! and! to! encourage!enlargement!without! doing!damage! to!
Community!ideals.”!Among!these,!enlargement!and!external!influence!promised!little!exH
















Agricultural! Policy! (CAP)!had! “almost! reached!an! impasse”;! fisheries,! as! the! “review!of!








“raise! consumer!prices! too!high,! divert! resources,! induce! surpluses! or! offend!overseas!
suppliers”,!the!Community!policy!process!having!“consistently!proved!incapable!of!conH
fronting!directly! the!choices! involved”! (Webb!1977/78:!25).!Dealing!with! it!was!obligaH
tory,! as! the!price! levels! for! the!whole! lineup!of! agricultural! goods!had! to!be! reviewed!


































1977,!and! the!Basle!Agreement!on! international! support! for!Sterling!concluded!on! January!10,! two!days!













direct! EP!elections,! the!Prime!Minister!had! “insisted”! that! they! “should!not! initially!be!




beyond! the!duration!of! the! legislation!procedure! itself,! time!had! to!be!allowed! for! the!
electoral!system!of!choice!to!be!implemented.!But!the!issue!of!direct!elections!to!the!EP!
gave! rise! to! particular! difficulties! for! the! UK! government! before,! during! and! after! its!
Council!Presidency!because!it!in!fact!required!not!one!but!two!fundamental!decisions:!to!
finally!implement!such!elections!and!when,!and!which!voting!system!to!use.!On!both!of!
















ver!believed”! (Hennessy! 2000:! 393),! but! variations!of!which!were!being! applied! in! the!
other!Community!member!states!(cf.!Gay!1998:!5).!
The!European!Assembly!Elections!Bill,!finally!introduced!to!the!Commons!shortly!before!
the! end! of! the! Presidency! in! late! June! 1977,86!was! too! late:! by! then! “the! only!way! in!
































controversial!problems! in!the!CAP,!CFP!and!energy!sectors!on!which! it! found! itself! in!a!
minority!position,!which!placed!it!under!an!unwanted!obligation!to!choose!between!yielH
ding! on! its! own! preferences! or! disregarding! its! Presidency! responsibility! for! an! agreeH
ment.!While!the!UK!government!managed!to!keep!Britain’s!own!severe!economic!probH
lems!off!its!Presidency!agenda,!it!did!not!achieve!any!notable!progress!towards!economic!
convergence! in! the! Community.! Finally,! the!most! difficult! issue! for! the! 1977!UK! PresiH
dency!was!presented!by!the!urgent!need!to!pass!domestic!enabling!legislation!in!order!to!








































date! in! the! early! 1970s,!when! the! Presidency,!whose! broker! role! had! been! essentially!
nonHexistent!up!to!that!point!as!the!office!“possessed!almost!no!political!powers”!(TallH
berg!2006:!43),!had!been!made!the!liaison!between!EC!members!and!the!four!new!appliH
cants! (the!UK,! Ireland,! Denmark! and!Norway,! cf.! De! La! Serre! 1987:! 35).! In! this! phase,!











of! unanimity! requirements! and! divergent! national! interests”! (ibid.:! 62),! the! European!
Council!had!to!perform!better!under!the!same!conditions!in!order!to!function!as!“an!apH
pellate! body,!where! the! heads! of! state! and! government!made! final! attempts! to! strike!
deals! that!ministers!had!been!unable! to! clinch! in! the!Council”.91! In!addition,! its! role! in!
agreeing!broad! constitutional! as!well! as! policy! reforms!by! transcending! the!Ministerial!
Councils’!sectoral!divisions!also!required!the!brokerage!of!package!deals,!buoyed!by!the!













“first,! to!encourage! individual!delegations! to!be!more!open!and!more!direct!about! the! ‘bottom! lines’!of!
their!negotiating!positions;!second,!to!put!pressure!more!fiercely!on!individual!delegations!to!make!concesH
sions;!and,! third,!sometimes,! to!offer! ‘unofficial’! inducements!to!cooperation”.!While!opinions!about!the!








































ket!majority!within! the! Labour! Party,! Silkin!was! inclined! to! play! the! role! of! a! national!
champion”.93!On!fisheries,!the!“problem!for!Britain!was!that!it!was!one!of!the!chief!proH
tagonists!in!the!dispute,!together!with!Ireland!taking!the!view!that!a!predominant!share!
of! the! fishing! quota! should! be! allocated! to! the! states!whose! territorial! boundaries! acH
































On!agriculture,! the!“routine!business!of!settling! the!support!prices! for!agricultural!proH
duce!…!caused!the!most!illHwill!between!Britain!and!the!rest!of!the!Community”!(George!


































97! Edwards/Wallace! 1977:! 285;! cf.! Trevor! Parfitt,! “Bad! Blood! in! Brussels”,! The!World! Today,! June! 1977.!
“Electoral!considerations!were!also!believed! in!some!quarters! to!have!been!at! least!partially! responsible!
for!the!failure!of!the!Council!of!Agricultural!Ministers!to!reach!agreement!on!the!level!of!support!prices!for!
1977!by! the!normal!deadline!at! the!end!of!March.!When! the! last! scheduled!meeting!of! the!Council!was!
held!on!29!March!there!was!a!byHelection!pending!in!the!Birmingham!constituency!of!Stechford.!The!breakH
down!of!the!agricultural!talks!was!presented!by!the!Government!as!an!example!of!Labour!Ministers!getting!











ous!competitors,!Garching! in!Germany!and! Ispra! in! Italy;!but!whatever! their! respective!
merits,!Callaghan!realized!that!“the!decision!would!be!taken!largely!on!political!grounds”!







































Overall,! the!1977!Presidency! in! its!broker! role! fairly! consistently!prioritized! the!UK!naH
tional!interest!over!any!genuine!effort!to!achieve!Community!agreement!on!the!controH
































































relation!to!other!EU! institutions!and!third!parties! in!world!politics”! (Tallberg!2006:!66).!
Internally,!the!1970!Luxembourg!Report!had!introduced!yearly!Presidency!reports!to!the!




















Externally,!meanwhile,! intensified! foreign! policy! consultations! from! the! 1970s! onward!








Presidency,! “a! role!which!now!carries!with! it! the!presidency!of! various! ‘quasiHCommuH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
105! HayesHRenshaw/Wallace! 2006:! 187;! cf.! Foreign!Ministers! of! the! European! Community! 1970! Tallberg!
2006:!67.!
106!Tallberg!2006:!67,!68.!By!1975,!the!Presidency!involved!“the!job!of!acting!as!the!representative!of!the!
Community! in! other! international! gatherings”,! as! both! “within! and!outside! the!Community! framework”,!
the!Presidency!had!“acquired!an!important!representational!role! in!relations!between!the!Nine!and!third!
countries”,!Wallace!1975:!307,!309,!who!also!relates!an!illustrative!anecdote:!“When,!in!August!1973,!the!














pean!activities! to! the!British!media!or!public,!possibly!because! in! the!1970s,!“the!huge!
majority!of!the!written!press!was!strongly!proHEuropean,!with!very!few!exceptions,!and!
the!television!presented!it!very!objectively!and!therefore!pretty!positively”!(Hannay,!InH
terview,! London,! July! 16,! 2010).! Instead,! it!was!mostly! concerned!with! external! repreH
sentation,! a! role! it! fulfilled!dutifully! and!without!much!ambition.!On! “external! action”,!
Foreign!Secretary!Crosland!had!been!most!specific!in!his!opening!speech!while!at!the!saH
me!time!covering!the!broadest!range!of!onHgoing!activities:!in!“the!field!of!external!trade!
relations”,! beyond! the! “scope! for! extending! common! Community! policies! towards! the!
Soviet!Union!and!Eastern!Europe”!and!developing! relations!with! Latin!America!and! JaH




portance.!We!certainly!have!a!vital! role! to!play! in! the!North/South!dialogue!…! .!And! in!














































which!the!UK!consequently!performed!most! in! line!with! the!PE.!Because!of! this!coinciH



























tially! and! visibly!more! important”! (HayesHRenshaw/Wallace! 2006:! 134)! in!meeting! the!







Ireland,! Denmark! and! the! UK! in! 1973! and! the! ensuing! budgetary! conflicts! among! the!
member!governments!over!the!question!of!the!British!rebate!(cf.!Héritier!2007:!130;!DiH





became! operational,! the! responsibility! for! the! administrative! and! political! preparation!
and!execution!of!summits!devolved!upon!the!Presidency”.111!In!part,!this!was!due!to!the!
fact! that! the! relevant! provision! regarding! a! secretariat! notwithstanding,! “the!member!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

















Presidency!were! able! to! collectively! “draw!breath! after! six!months! of! intense! activity”!
(Edwards/Wallace!1977:!283).!The!traditional!core!function!of!the!Presidency,!the!adminG
istration$ and$ coordination! of! the!work! of! the! Council! and! all! its! subsidiary! bodies,! acH
counted!for!a!considerable!portion!of!that!activity.!Anticipating!these!challenges,!the!UK!










112! Edwards! 1985:! 247.! The! size! of! the! Presidency! Secretariat! in! 1977! was! 49,! including! administrative!
































was!able! to!avoid! “the! cumulative!backlog!of!unfinished!discussion! that! tends! to!mark!
the! last! six!weeks!of!any!presidency”;!EPC!meetings!went!overall! “very!smoothly”,!and!
“the!British!were!even!able!to!go!some!way!towards!rescuing!European!Councils!by!introH

























role! expectations! than!might! perhaps! have! been! expected.!While! the! overall! record! is!
thus!“very!patchy”,!the!Presidency’s!“modest!rhetoric”!from!the!outset!“certainly!provoH
ked!no!dramatic!expectations”;!that!it!did!disappoint!“many!of!those!in!the!Community!
who!had!patiently!waited! for! a!more! constructive! and!active!British! contribution”! (EdH
wards/Wallace!1977:!286)!supports! the!argument!that!even!at! that!early!stage,!certain!
expectations!were! associated!with! the!Presidency.!Moreover,!motivation!was! certainly!
high!among!officials:!
“We!were!very!determined!to!do!…!very!well!and!to!show!that!we!were,!you!know,!very!




















sidency!or! its!achievements!domestically! for!domestic!political! reasons,!which!demonsH
trates!the!dominance!of!domestic!politics!over!the!PE!in!this!aspect!of!the!representative!
role.!




tical!mileage!was! likely! to!be!gained! from! it.”! Instead,!officials!“emphasised!repeatedly!
that! the!primary! role!of! the!Presidency!was! that!of! impartial,! competent!management!














of! sacrificing! certain! national! interests”! (ibid.).! But! although! the! UK! Government! was!
“aware!of!these!constraints!and!of!the!danger!that!its!tenure!of!the!Presidency!might!enH
courage!exaggerated!expectations!at!home!of!the!possible!rewards!to!be!reaped!in!BrusH




effect:!while! there!was! certainly!awareness! of! its! pressures,! other! influences! H! notably!
domestic! concerns! H! largely! superseded! it! in! this! case,! in! particular! in! the!Presidency’s!
leader!and!broker!roles.!However,!the!British!government!did!invest!substantial!resourH





criticism! he! received,! but! should! not! even! have! been! remarked! upon! as! in! any! way!




































cupation!with! problems! including! recurring! urban! riots! all! over! England! and! escalating!
tensions!over!Northern! Ireland,! featuring! fatal!hunger! strikes!among! IRA!prisoners!and!
frequent! terrorist!attacks! in!both!Northern! Ireland!and!London.!These! issues! took!up!a!
considerable!portion!of!the!Cabinet’s!time!in!the!runHup!to!and!during!the!first!months!of!
the!Presidency,! in!addition!to!concerns!over!the!fallHout!from!the!riots!and!strikes!inter!
alia! in! the!British!car!manufacturing! industry! in! the! last! few!months!of! the!Presidency.!
1981!was!an!eventful!year!also!for!the!political!scene!in!the!UK.!On!January!25,!four!proH
minent! Labour! politicians! issued! the! “Limehouse! Declaration”! which! announced! their!
break! from! the! Labour! Party! and! the! formation! of! the! “Council! for! Social! Democracy!
(CSD)”.!The!move,!which!effectively! split! the!Labour!Party,!was!due! to!decisions!at! the!
previous!day’s!Labour!Party!Conference!at!Wembley!which!committed!the!Party!inter!alia!
to!withdrawal! from! the!EEC.118!On!March!26,! 1981,! the!CSD!was! transformed! into! the!
“Social!Democratic!Party”!(SDP),!which!throughout!1981!accumulated!impressive!results!















119! In! late!1981,! the!SDP! formed!an!electoral!and!political! “Alliance”!with! the!Liberal!Party!and! together!





recession!and! levels!of!unemployment!not! seen! since! the!1930s.! These!were! linked! to!
the!government’s!rightHwing!economic!policies,!which!H!centered!on!attempts!to!bring!inH
flation! under! control!while! facing! a! Sterling! crisis! as! the! Pound! continued! to! drop! (cf.!
Lawson! 2010:! 387H398)! H!were! considered! harsh! and! seemed! to! be! aggravating! rather!
than!solving!the!problems.!Tensions!due!to!economic!pressures,!urban!deprivation!and!
resentment!of!racial!profiling!exercised!under!new,!heavyHhanded!police!powers!introduH


























will!be!deeply! influenced!by!the!economic!and!political!environment,!both! in! the!ComH
munity!and!in!the!world!outside.!In!the!Community!the!twin!evils!of!inflation!and!unemH
ployment!remain!with!us,!undefeated!and!daunting.”!He!also!emphasized!that!this!would!
affect! the! Presidency’s! priorities:! “In! its! first! fifteen! years! the! Community! operated! in!
conditions!of!expansion!and!economic!growth.!Now! it!has! to! face! recession!and! strucH
tural!change.!New!challenges!call!for!new!responses”!(Carrington,!Speech!to!the!EP,!July!
8,!1981).!
But! economic!difficulties!were! compounded!by!political! ones,! at! European! and!naH
tional!levels.!LeftHright!polarization!reached!high!intensity!across!the!Community,!as!the!
“dayHtoHday!politics! of! Europe’s!major! countries!went! through!a!peculiarly! hardHhitting!
phase”!(Ludlow!2006:!220).!General!elections!in!over!half!the!Community!interfered!with!
the!preparation!(the!Netherlands,!Ireland!and!France!in!May!and!June!1981)!and!execuH
tion!(Greece! in!October,!Belgium!in!November!and!Denmark! in!December!1981)!of! the!
British!Presidency.!Governments!are!notoriously!reluctant!to!take!major!decisions!in!the!
Council!in!the!runHup!to!an!election!at!home,!which!complicates!the!Presidency’s!brokerH
age! efforts.! In! this! case,! the! French! and! Greek! elections! caused! most! anxiety:! both!




Andreas!Papandreou!was! swept! to!power!on!a! Socialist! landslide! that!was! to!mark! an!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







At! the! Community! level,! the! “successful! launch! of! the! European!Monetary! System!
(EMS)!in!1979!…!could!not!conceal!the!wider!problems!that!the!integration!process!apH
peared! to!be! facing”! (Ludlow!2006:! 221).!Unsatisfactory! economic!performance!across!
the!Community!threatened!a!backlash!against!the!EC!as!national!governments!and!ecoH
nomic! actors! sought! refuge! in! protectionist! measures.! The! “muchHvaunted! ‘Common!
Market’,!supposedly!in!existence!since!the!late!1960s,!was!in!fact!broken!up!into!numeH
rous!national!markets”! separated!by!various!kinds!of!nonHtariff!barriers! to! trade.!EuroH
pean!Council!meetings!had!come!to!be!“dominated!by!illHtempered!exchanges!about!the!
Community!budget”!and!production!surpluses!due!to!the!CAP!(ibid.).!Among!the! issues!








ed.! His! plan! to! hold! a! referendum! on! Greece’s! membership! of! the! European! Community! required! the!
agreement!of!the!President,!Mr!Karamanlis,!which!was!unlikely!to!be!forthcoming.!He!could,!however,!be!
expected!to!seek!a!renegotiation!of!the!terms!of!Greek!membership,!and!while!this!was!in!progress!there!









getary! situation’! [Debates!of! the!EP,!8! July!1981,!p.! 118]!was! therefore!of!particular! importance! to!proH





kins,! “a! relatively! strong! president”!was! succeeded! in! January! 1981! by! former! LuxemH
bourg!PM!Gaston!Thorn,!who!turned!out!to!be!“barely!able!to!control!the!competing!‘baH
rons’! among! his! fellow! Commissioners,! let! alone! impose! his! will! on! national! leaders”!













getary! differences! notwithstanding,! the! circumstances! were! in! general! very! different!
from!those!of!1977;!the!Conservative!government’s!support!for!British!membership,!for!
example,!was!clear”!(Edwards!1985:!249,!cf.!ibid.!237,!239),!and!the!Conservative!Party,!

























1986:! 583).! Overall,! Britain’! position! in! the! Community! was! not! strong.! Sir! Nicholas!

















(notionally! secret,! yet! eventually! published! in! full)! valedictory! despatch! in! June,! 1979:!
“Our!decline!in!relation!to!our!European!partners!has!been!so!marked!that!today!we!are!








fect!mechanisms! in!the!Presidency’s! leader!role.! It!will!highlight!controversial! topics!on!
which!the!UK!held!a!minority!position!and!which!it!excluded!or!tried!to!exclude!from!its!
Presidency!agenda!(first!mechanism),!as!well!as! issues! it!prioritized!that!were!suited!to!
further!European! integration! (second!mechanism).! It!will! show!that!as! the! institutional!
shape!of!the!Council!Presidency’s!leadership!role!required!the!incumbent!to!balance!the!
needs! for! continuity! and! initiative,! the!pressure! for! continuity! often!prevailed,! circumH
scribing!the!Presidency’s!agendaHshaping!initiatives.!Nevertheless,!in!line!with!the!first!PE!

























two!UK!Council!Presidencies! H! too!short!a! time!span! for!much! institutional!change.!But!
there!was!an!emerging!awareness!of! competing!pressures! for! continuity!and! initiative,!
and!a!need!to!balance!them.!
On!the!one!hand,!the!Three!Wise!Man!Report!had!identified!a!discontinuity!problem!and!
given! consideration! “to!ways! of! sharing! the! burdens! of! the! Presidency,! of! establishing!
ministers!for!Europe,!of!borrowing!the!Troika!principle!from!political!coHoperation!and!so!











and! effective!manner! to! the! continuum! of! the! Community’s! affairs.! This! is! what! we! have! tried! to! do.”!
Carrington!at!EP,!December!17,!1981,!CAB/129/214/5:!65,!Annex!E,!3H4.!Cf.!also!Edwards!1985:!255.!
128!Wallace!1985:!275.!Lord!David!Williamson!illustrates!this!as!follows:!“When!I!was!in!the!Commission![as!

















the! end! of! …! [their]! Presidency! the! British! also! invited! the! Belgian! Coordinator! to! …!
[their]!agendaHsetting!meetings!with! the!Council!Secretariat!so! that! the!Belgians!would!
be!in!a!better!position!to!take!up!those!items!which!particularly!interested!them!and,!at!
official! level!at!least,!would!know!exactly!what!was!going!on”!(ibid.:!254).!In!his!concluH






















dressed!vary! little! from!one!Presidency!to! the!next.!Each!Member!State,! that! is! to!say,!
seeks!to!create!a!certain!impetus!and!use!its!good!offices!to!further!dossiers!of!particular!












































munity!context!and!beyond,! there!was!“a!genuine! feeling!of!a!Foreign!Ministers’! club”!

































133!Butler!1986:!80/81.! The! importance!of!Presidency! leadership! in! shaping! the!agenda!especially! in! this!
concentrated!setting,!which!can!often!make!or!break!a!Presidency,!becomes!clear!as!Butler!elaborates:!“It!
is!rare!for!much!work!to!get!done!at!lunch.!So!the!real!business!begins!with!the!formal!session!on!the!first!











approved! the! ‘A’! points,!which! “need! not! necessarily! deal!with! questions! on! the! agenda! of! the! Council!
which! is! meeting! and! can! be! taken! at! a! Council! meeting! where! no! minister! deals! with! the! subject.!


















lems”.! He! proceeded! to! propose! a! “triptych”! of! “renewal”,! “enlargement”! and! “idenH
tity”.137!The!latter,!somewhat!cryptically,!was!meant!to!refer!to!“the!impact!that!Europe!
can!and!should!have!on!the!events!of!the!world!outside!if!it!is!to!protect!and!to!further!


















Common!Market”,! specifically,! the! further! reduction!of!nonHtariff!barriers! for! industrial!





















139! The! government! published! a! long! and! detailed! account! of! its! Presidency! activities! and! output! in! its!










est! are! controversial! issues!which!placed! the!UK! in! a!minority! position! and!whether! it!
sought!to!avoid!them!(first!mechanism)!and!Presidency!initiatives!or!other!agenda!choiH
ces! that! prioritized! integration! (second!mechanism).! The! expectation! at! the! time! was!
that! “the! main! tasks! ahead! of! the! British! in! the! next! six! months! are! to! prepare! the!









date! H! effectively,! agreement! on! the! development! of! Community! policies,! CAP! reform!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
cf.!CAB/129/214/5.!A! typical! example:! “The! fifth! conference!of!Community!Ministers!of! the! Interior! and!






















sing,! as! the! internal!market!was! probably! the! only! project! both! promising! integration!
progress!and! coinciding!with!UK!preferences.! Fisheries,! though!not! championed!excesH
sively!by! the!British!Presidency,!were! inherited!and!unavoidable,!especially! since!other!
member!states!pushed!the!issue!hard!(see!below).!Furthermore,!there!were!additional!(if!


















the!European!Council!meeting! in! London! in!November!1981,! by!West!German!Foreign!
Minister!Hans!Dietrich!Genscher!and!Italian!Foreign!Minister!Emilio!Colombo!for!“a!new!
European!Act! to! replace! the!Treaty!of!Rome”143! The!GenscherHColombo! initiative!grew!
out!of!concerns!over!Europe’s!being! left!behind!economically!by!the!new!American!adH
ministration’s!aggressive!economic!policies!and!suffering!politically! from!the!end!of!déH
tente,! to!which!only! a! renewal! of! the! European!Community! could! be! the! answer.! The!
UK’s! response! to! this! and! other! such! plans!was! “complicated! by! three! factors”:! ThatH
cher’s!“renewal!of!the!special!relationship!with!the!United!States”,!especially!with!ReaH
gan,!her!“ideological!soulHmate”!in!office;!the!new!Conservative!government’s!economic!




draft! is! longHwinded!and!Germanic.!But! the!proposals! include!nothing! strikingly!new!…!
Our!overriding!aim!in!Europe!at!the!moment!is!a!satisfactory!outcome!on!the!Community!
budget!question.! For! this!we!need!German!cooperation.!We! shall! also! find! it! easier! to!
persuade!our!partners!to!make!the!substantial!moves!we!need!from!them!if!we!can!proH
vide!them!with!evidence!of!simultaneous!progress!on!the!wider,!vaguer!and!more!theoH













end!of! the!year,!with!a!particular! focus!on! cooperation!mechanisms!among!EC! instituH
tions!and!between!EC!and!EPC!processes!(Morgan!1982:!463).!In!other!words,!the!UK!atH
tempted! to! channel! the! initiative! into! the! least! objectionable! direction.! Eventually! the!
Presidency!was!able,!after!the!plan!had!officially!been!presented!to!the!EP,144!and!“taken!
note!of”!by!the!European!Council,!to!bat!it!away!by!relegating!it!to!the!Foreign!Ministers!
“to!examine!and!clarify”!and! then! report!back! (European!Council!Conclusions,! London,!
November!27,!1981),!as!well!as!by!insisting!on!a!solution!to!budget,!CAP!and!structural!
problems! before! contemplating! any! further! development! of! European! integration.145!
Thus,!confronted!with!an!agenda!item!that!stood!in!direct!contrast!to!its!own!Eurosceptic!
and! in!particular!antiHfederalist! inclinations,! the!Presidency!did!not!act! in! the!way! that!



































Community! budget.”146! The! problem! was! acute! in! Thatcher’s! early! years! because! in!
1978/79,!the!transitional!period!negotiated!upon!Britain’s!accession!had!come!to!an!end,!
which!resulted!in!a!“rapidly!rising”!net!contribution!“while!Britain!was!still!below!average!
in! incomeHperHhead! and! several! richer! member! states! were! net! beneficiaries”! (Butler!
1986:!91).!The!UK’s!argument!was!not!only! that! this! situation!could!not!be!allowed! to!































































fixing!agricultural!prices! in! the!Agriculture!Council,!gaining! leverage!by! firmly! linking! its!
cooperation! on! the! CAP! to! its! rebate.152! Nevertheless,! “[a]s! we! saw! it,! the! 30th! May!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
150!Butler!1986:!98;!cf.!PREM!19/226.!See!also!Butler’s!highly! instructive!account!of! that!meeting!and! its!
outcome! (Butler! 1986:! 97/98),! including!on! the!use!of! the!Presidency!Confessionals! by! the! Italian!PresiH
dency!at!the!time.!
151!Cf.!PREM!19/222H227,!esp.!19/226;!see!also!Thatcher!1993:!78H86,!Jenkins!1991:!505H508!




























Community! policies,! and! changes! to! the! Community! budget! H! “which! Britain! insisted!
must!be!discussed!and!agreed!upon!together,!not!separately.”153!








budget! agreement,! cf.! Butler! 1986,! 100H102;! Howe! 1994:! 398H403;! Lawson! 2010:! 81H84;! George! 1998:!
149/150;!Wall!2008:!18H40.! Lawson,!Chancellor!of! the!Exchequer!by! the! time!of! the!1984!Fontainebleau!
rebate!settlement,!attributed!the!British!success!to!Thatcher’s!“bloodyHmindedness”!and!to!“the!skill!of!the!












be! seen! as! making! its! potential! for! integration! progress! more! explicit! and! hence! the!
Mandate!as! a!whole!more!attractive! to! the!Presidency.! Yet! the!original! aspects!of! the!
Mandate!themselves!were!already!sufficiently!significant!in!that!context.!Moreover,!the!
second!mechanism!of!the!leadership!PE!is!likely!to!have!been!less!relevant!here!than!the!






























ernment! intended! to!make! “as!much!progress! as!possible”! (Edwards!1985:!249)!on!all!
parts!of! the!mandate,!and!a! “preparatory!group!which! I! chaired!went! to!work!on! it! in!
early!July”!(Butler!1986:!98).!






licies.!As! the!Community! analysed! this!problem,! it! became!clear! that! the! real! issue!was!not! confined! to!
budgetary!matters.! It! concerned! the!whole! balance! of! Community! policies,! including! the! relationship! of!
agricultural!expenditure!to!regional,!social!and!industrial!expenditure.!Agriculture!absorbs!the!preponderH






report!on! restructuring! the!Community!budget.! They!agreed! that! after! the!necessary! clarification!of! the!










































combined!Council,!which!was!unlikely! to! resolve! the!problem,!would! take!place!under!
the!Dutch! rather! than! the!United! Kingdom!Presidency”! (Cabinet! Conclusions! of!March!
26,!1981,!CAB/128/70/13:!4/5,!3.).!
Accordingly,!the!government!moved!to!avoid!having!to!place!the!unemployment!Council!
meeting!on! its!Presidency!agenda,! in! line!with! the!agenda!exclusion!mechanism!of! the!
Presidency!effect.!Two!weeks!later,!Jim!Prior,!Secretary!of!State!for!Employment,!informH
ed!the!Cabinet!that!“the!main!discussion”!at!an!informal!meeting!of!Employment!MinisH
ters!had!considered! the!arrangements! for! just! such!a!Council!and!suggested! that! since!
the!government!“did!not!wish!to!organise!such!a!meeting!during!our!Presidency,!…!if!an!
early!meeting!could!not!be!arranged!under!the!Dutch!Presidency!we!would!hope!to!enH
sure! that! the!necessary!preparatory!work!would!carry! the!date!of! such!a!meeting! into!
1982.”!In!discussion,!the!Cabinet!speculated!that!the!Dutch,!facing!an!election,!themselH
ves!wanted!to!avoid!holding!“such!a!‘jumbo’!Council!which!would!not!be!able!to!produce!





































barrassment)!for!postponing!the!Jumbo!Council,! it! is!more! likely!that!there!would!have!
been!pressure!for!government!policy!along!the!(demandHoriented)!lines!suggested!by!the!
initiative! (and!very!much! incompatible!with!Thatcherism).!Nor,!once!again,! is! any!pure!
socialization!argument!with!respect!to!Thatcher!and!her!Cabinet!credible.!However,!the!
first!mechanism!of! the!Presidency!effect! in! its! leader!role,! linking!the!protection!of! the!





























was! to!be!exchanged! for!Canadian!export! rights! to! the!Community!at!price! levels!with!
which!the!UK!fishing!industry!would!be!unable!to!compete!(4.).!Walker!then!commented!
that! he! “welcomed! the! opportunity! that!would! be! afforded! by! the! Luxembourg! PresiH
dency!to!reach!a!settlement!under!the!Chairmanship!of!a!country!with!no!axe!to!grind!on!
fisheries”.!To!which!Helminger!replied!that!“he!too!was!conscious!of!this.!It!was!his!hope!
that! the!package!would!be! sealed!by! the!end!of!1980.”158! Later,!Walker! further! stated!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

























dustry! in! this! country?”,! acknowledged!as!much:! “Yes,! gladly.! (…)!We!wanted! to!get! it!
sorted!out!before!the!French!election,!but!that!was!not!possible.!We!should! like!to!get!
one! sorted! out! as! soon! as! possible.! But! the! terms! must! be! acceptable! to! our! fisherH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
their!Presidency!bilateral!meetings!would!probably!be!more! important.! It!was,!therefore,!particularly! imH
portant!to!get!things!moving!next!week.”!A!Dutch!official,!Mr!de!Zeeuw,!offered!that!“during!the!LuxemH
bourg!Presidency,!the!Chair!at!the!Fisheries!Council!would!be!taken!by!Luxembourg’s!Ministry!of!Foreign!
Affairs.!However,! the!working!groups!et!cetera!would!be!chaired!by! the!Dutch!and! they!would!be!doing!
much!of!the!preparatory!work!for!the!Council!also”,!to!which!BuchananHSmith!replied!that!“British!officials!
would!be!only!too!glad!to!coHoperate!with!Dutch!officials!in!these!tasks”,!4.!The!meeting!concluded!on!an!


















British!government!had!wanted!to!exclude!the!difficult! issue!of! fisheries! from! its!PresiH
dency!agenda,!but!was!thwarted!by!the!negotiation!dynamics! inside!the!Council,!which!
allowed! the! French! delegation! to! refuse! to! engage! in! anticipation! of! the! impending!









king!and!air! transport!markets! H! something!he!and!other! representatives!of! the!British!
Presidency! spent! a! lot! more! time! on! than! on! other! Community! policies! (cf.! Morgan!











and! had! instructed! the! Committee! of! Permanent! Representatives! to! examine! the! outH











































European! Council! on! June! 30,! 1981,! that! the! Soviet! occupation! of! Afghanistan!was! “still! unacceptable”!
(Agence!Europe!3169:!8,! July!1,!1981),! the!UK!Presidency!picked!up!the!European!Council’s! initiative!“to!
find!a!political!solution!to!the!crisis!in!Afghanistan”,!basically!consisting!of!a!twoHstage!international!conferH














ged”! further,!which! in! turn!meant! it!was!“likely! to!demand!both!extensive!preparation!





this! under! the! preceding! two! Presidencies! (Luxembourg! and! the! Netherlands,! cf.! EdH






























thened! political! commitment! to! joint! action! in! foreign! affairs.”166! The! EPC’s! “nebulous!
character”!and!its!“lack!of!firm!underpinning!(either!institutionally!or!substantively)”!maH
de!political!interventions!(mostly!at!the!ministerial!level)!“both!more!influential!and!less!
predictable! than! in! Community! business”! H! and! also!made! it!more! amenable! to! PresiH






































any!attempts!by! the!British!Presidency! to!exclude! the!Mandate! from! its!agenda! in! line!
with!the!first!PE!mechanism!in!the!leader!role.!Moreover,!the!strategic!pursuit!of!its!own!
national!interest!induced!the!UK!Presidency!to!accept!the!Mandate!as!a!complex!package!


















the! national! interest,! the! pressure! of! domestic! politics! H! though! the! latter! presumably!
played!a!part! insofar! as! it!was! the! source!of! the!potential! embarrassment! the!governH
ment!was!seeking!to!avoid!H!or!(pure)!socialization.!In!addition,!the!1981!UK!Council!PreH






























held!a!minority!position!and!whether! it! yielded!on! them,! resisting!domestic!pressures,!
for! the! sake!of! achieving! agreement! in! the!Council,! rather! than!merely!due! to!Council!
bargaining!dynamics.!It!will!show!how,!in!its!broker!role,!the!1981!UK!Council!Presidency!






the! issue! of! CAP! reform,! bargaining! dynamics! in! the! Council! prevented! agreement! on!
more!than!the!continuation!of!negotiations.!However,! in! line!with!the!PE! in!the!broker!
and!leader!roles,!the!UK!Presidency!softened!its!stance!on!the!link!between!the!annual!
agricultural!price!fixing!package!and!changes!to!the!regulation!of!clawback!premiums!on!
sheep!meat!exports! in!the!runHup!to! its! tenure,!a!decision!that!cannot!be!explained!by!
domestic!pressure!or!negotiating!dynamics!in!the!Council.!Further!support!for!the!PE!in!
the! broker! role! is! found! in! the! UK! Presidency’s! decision! to! drop! its! demand! for! a! reH












ge,! as!were! the! attitudes! of!member! states! to! their! cooperation! inside! the!Council:! in!



































However,! the! Presidency! also! has! a! number! of! factors! on! its! side!when! attempting! to!
broker!agreements!in!the!Council.!First,!reaching!a!decision!on!an!issue!rarely!means!for!




















not,!of!course,!say!that!his!hard! line! is!only!a!negotiating!position.!The!Opposition!have!every! interest! in!















Luxembourg!Compromise)! to!more!majority!voting! in! the!Council! from!the!early!1980s!
(cf.!HayesHRenshaw/Wallace!2006:!268)!gave!the!PresidencyHasHbroker!the!option!of!coaG
lition! building! in! addition! to! consensus!building! in!order! to! reach!decisions.!Moreover,!
the!Chair!commanded!“important!influence”!on!“the!conduct!and!outcome!of!the!discusH
sions”,!it!being!“almost!impossible!to!get!a!decision!out!of!a!Council!against!the!wishes!of!
its! President”! (Butler! 1986:! 26).! Yet! precisely! what! these! wishes! were! was! subject! to!
change,! and! they! were! not! necessarily! those! of! the! Presidency’s! national! delegation:!
“The! country! holding! the! Presidency! has! separate! national! representation! which! has!
even!been!known!to!disagree!with!the!President”!(ibid.:!76).!The! impact!of!this! instituH




them!ways! in!which! their!ministers!might!possibly!solve!difficult!problems! in! the!Council.!Even! if! several!






ble!with!options!which! improve! the!chance!of!agreement! in! the!Council”,! ibid.!30,! cf.! also!77/78.! In! the!








hand,! it!can!strengthen!domestic!stakeholders’! resistance!against!pressure! for!comproH





willingness! to! look!at! the!EC!negotiating!process! in! the! round!without! the!understandH









process.!This! involves! lobbying!of!delegations!and! the!Commission;!getting!“quite!a! lot!of!business!done!
over! lunch”,!which! thereafter! is! normally! brought! to! the! formal! Council! via! “a! short!written! conclusion!
prepared!by!the!SecretaryHGeneral”!for!endorsement;!pressuring!reluctant!Council!members!on!conflictual!
items,!potentially!using!(the!threat!of)!a!vote!under!QMV;!and!continuously!working!on!compromise!proH

























posing!particularly! tight! instructions!on! its! negotiators!with! innumerable! contingencies!
allowed!for,!fall!back!positions!indicated,!and!so!on.!At!its!worst,!critics!aver,!this!means!
that! in!circumstances!not!accounted!for,!officials!cannot!move!until! they!have!referred!
back! to!Whitehall”! (Edwards!1985:! 256).! Butler! supports! this:! “I! never! forgot!…! that! it!



























form! of! a! small! booklet.! These! reminded! chairmen! that! their! primary! purpose!was! to!
lead! the!working!group! to!a!decision!and! that! the! task!of!promoting! the!UK’s!point!of!
view!belonged!to!a!different!person.”175!
In! practical! terms,! the!main! task! of! negotiating! on! Britain’s! behalf! with! the! European!
Community!fell! to!“the!two!Foreign!Office!Ministers,!Peter!Carrington!and!Ian!Gilmour.!
Ian!had!at!that!time!a!special!responsibility!for!European!policy.!At!less!frequent,!but!moH
re! crucial,! occasions! H! generally! the! halfHyearly! European! Council!meetings! H!Margaret!






Presidency!was!unable!to!avoid! in! its! leadership!role,!as!well!as,! to!a! lesser!extent,! the!
































of! Community!policies,!was! less! flexible!on!CAP! reform!and!budget.!Humphrey!Atkins,!
the!Lord!Privy!Seal177!outlined!it!succinctly!when!asked,!in!the!House!of!Commons,!
“during!our!Presidency,!obviously!one!of!the!objectives!has!been!to!move!towards!a!reH
















gional!policies! and!other! funds!of! that!nature.!On! the!budget,! our! intention! is! that!no!
country!should!be!put!in!the!unacceptable!situation!in!which!we!found!ourselves!in!1980!



























sions! by! the! end! of! this! year”,! adding! that! this!was! “ambitious”! and! became!more! so!
when! the! French! general! elections! “understandably”! delayed! detailed! discussion! until!
midHSeptember.! The! “responsibility! of! the! Presidency…!was! truly! heavy”,! but! it! made!
“strenuous!efforts!to!advance!the!discussions”!(CAB/129/214/5:!50,!Annex!E,!9/10.).!TheH
se!efforts!“inevitably!highlighted!a!problem!that!is!faced!by!all!Member!States:!the!diviH
sion!between! the!demands!of!an! impartial! chair!and! the! interests!of! the!Member!StaH
te”,178!and!there!was!“little!confidence!in!British!impartiality!despite!the!evident!efforts!
that!were!made!to!create!that!confidence”!(Allen!1988:!39).!Addressing!the!Presidency!














































“orientation!debate!on! the!mandate”!of!October!19! “had! shown!some!signs!of!advance! towards!United!











was! nonetheless! “important! that! the! British!Government! should! continue! to! evince! in!
public!a!determination!to!try!to!secure!an!agreement!at!that!meeting.”181!






no!progress!on! the!problem!of!budget! imbalances.”!While! the!Presidency’s!motivation!
was!clear,!the!“other!delegations!did!not!yet!have!a!real!incentive!to!come!to!an!agreeH
ment.”182!On!November!12,! Thatcher! reported! to!her!Cabinet! that! “discussions!on! the!
Mandate! for! restructuring! the! Community! budget!were! proceeding! extremely! slowly”,!
and!that!in!“[i]n!spite!of!British!efforts!in!the!Presidency,!other!member!states!were!reH
luctant!to!make!any!move.!The!German!Government!complained!about! its!own!budgeH












































to!push!negotiation!on! the!30th!May!Mandate! forward!at! Lancaster!House.!On!her! insH
tructions! I!chaired!a!drafting!meeting!all!through!the!night! in!order!to!try!to!produce!a!
















“At!the!European!Council!on!26H27!November!the!three!Chapters!were!talked!over! in!great!detail! H! from!
the!Community! loan! facility! and! its! extension,! through! the!proper!priorities! of! regional! policy! and! its! fiH
nance,!prudent!policies!for!agriculture,!national!aids,!export!and!import!policies!to!the!budgetary!decisions!















tled!these!matters!before!the!end!of! the!year.! Indeed,! that!would!have!discharged!the!
mandate!given!to!the!Foreign!Ministers!by!the!European!Council!earlier!this!year.!HowH









agreement.!Moreover,! in! this!case,! the!Presidency!was! in!a!minority,!but!a!strong!one,!
and!not!isolated,!as!Germany!was!staking!out!much!the!same!position!on!budget!contriH
butions.!Therefore,!for!the!UK!alone!to!move!would!probably!not!have!been!enough!to!


























































tiations!at! the!European!Council:! the! “changes!…!now!being! sought!were! likely! to!add!
substantially!to!the!cost!of!agriculture!to!the!Community!Budget.!The!Greeks,!Italians!and!





ve,! it! is! surprising! that! Atkins! should! have! been! able! to! detect! “signs! that! agreement!


















CAP!context! H!without!having!gotten!what! it!wanted! in! return.!The!Agricultural!Council!
had!agreed!that!year’s!agricultural!prices!punctually!at!the!beginning!of!April,!and!part!of!







The!French!government!kept!up! this! resistance,!with!German!support,! through!various!














Regulations,! including! one! that! allowed! the! UK! “to! grant! variable! slaughter! premium! for! sheep”! ibid.,!
Council!Regulation!(EEC)!No!1837/80,! June!27,!1980!(OJ!1980!L!183,!1!et!seq.),!Article!9.!Yet! in!this!way,!
“several!national!markets”!were!established!in!the!sheep!meat!sector!rather!than!a!single!market,!and!the!








the!Commission!should!take! its! responsibilities”! (Cabinet!Conclusions!of! June!25,!1981,!





sion’s! right! to!settle! the!outstanding!problem!on! the!Sheepmeat!Regulation”,!a! special!














































sheep!meat!sector)!and! the!Community! level! (where!a!measure!already!agreed!by! the!
Agricultural!Council!was!held!up!only!by!undue!French!pressure!on!the!Commission),!the!
UK!Presidency!H!in!line!with!the!predictions!of!the!Presidency!effect!in!the!broker!and!leaH
der!roles! H! surrendered! its!own!national! interest!on!this! issue! in!order! to!exclude!from!

























ports! with! France! and,! subsequently,! the! Commission! or! the! CFP! dispute! over! “Total!











191!Young!2009:!148.!For!Thatcher,!“[i]n!the!EEC,! fishing! is!the!next!big!thing.!Remember,! it!was!what!alH
most!kept!us!out! in! the! first!place.!Very!difficult!negotiations.!Fishermen!are!not!going! to! like! it”,!Young!
2009:!149,!notes!from!Sunday!Times!lunch!with!Margaret!Thatcher!on!July!9,!1980.!
192!For!instance!the!CFP!conflict!over!herring!fishing!in!Scottish!waters,!where,!after!the!Fisheries!Council!in!







tial!political! consequences:! “The!Scottish! fleet!had!already!stopped! fishing,!and!other!ports!were! increaH
singly!finding! it!unprofitable!to!continue.!The!high!value!of!sterling!made! it!possible!to!sell! fish! imported!
from!the!Netherlands!and!other!Community!countries!in!this!country!at!prices!with!which!it!was!impossible!
for!the!British!fishing! industry!to!compete.!(…)!The!financial!position!of!the! industry!now!appeared!to!be!
worse! than! at! the! time! when! the! Government! had! decided! to! give! the! temporary! financial! assistance!
which!was!due!to!last!until!31!March.!(…)!The!Secretary!of!State!for!Scotland!said!there!would!be!another!















rently! facing! from! lowHpriced! imports,!United!Kingdom!acquiescence! in! such!an!agreeH





















































nisterial! and! official! level! immediately! before! the! 29! September! Fisheries! Council.! (…)!
The!evidence!suggested!that!the!French!were!engaged!in!delaying!tactics!on!fish! in!the!









provisions!of! the!30!May!1980!budget!agreement,! to!which!all!member! states!had! subscribed”.! The!CaH






197! “Agreement!on! the! review!of! the! common!organization!of! the!market!on! the!basis!of! a! compromise!
proposal!from!the!Commission!enabled!the!United!Kingdom!delegation!to!withdraw!its!reservation!with!reH
gard!to!the!fisheries!agreement!with!Canada,!the!Faroe!Islands!and!Sweden.!The!Community!will!therefore!






tably! included! a! Regulation198! effecting! “a! review! of! the! common! organization! of! the!
market! in! fishery! products”.! This! permitted! (transitional! and! conditional)! aids! for! the!
launch!of!new!producer!organizations,!whose!rules!could!(conditionally)!be!“extended!to!
nonHmember!fishermen”;! introduced!a!degressive!system!of!financial!compensations!to!
producers! adjusted! to! the! percentage! of! fish! withdrawn! from! the! market,! as! well! as!
“limited! but! substantial! financial! coHresponsibility”! for! producers,! both! intended! “to!
reduce!the!general!level!of!withdrawals”;!provided!for!premiums!“to!prevent!certain!ocH
casional! withdrawals”! and! encouraged! processing! for! human! consumption;! created! a!
system!to!prevent!market!collapse!for!certain!species!(notably!salmon!and!lobster);!and!
finally!adapted!certain! import!arrangements!to!avoid!market!disturbances!and!increase!



















fied.!Agreement!was!also! reached!on! the! renewal!of! the! interim!scheme!of!grant!aid! for! inshore! fishing!















BBQ!negotiations! strongly! suggests! that! she!could!not!be!easily!bullied!by!Germany!or!









(2.1.94.)).! Moreover,! there! was! a! concern! over! the! expiration! of! the! UK’s! accession!
exemptions.! This! may! have! assisted! the! government! in! overcoming! domestic! political!
pressure!to!insist!on!the!linkage!by!reassuring!the!British!fishing!industry!that!measures!











single!market!dossiers,! some!of!which!placed! it! in!a!minority!position.!While! it!did!not!
substantially! change! its! position! on! most! of! these! for! the! sake! of! agreement,! it!
considered!doing!so!on!at!least!one!H!the!insurance!market!H!without,!however,!following!
through!with!it!as!would!have!been!predicted!by!the!Presidency!effect!in!the!broker!role,!
which! suggests! that! in! this! case,! domestic! political! pressures! (courtesy! of! the! British!
insurance! industry)!prevailed.! The!Presidency!also!had! to!deal!with! the! “30!May!ManH
date”,!two!parts!of!which!H!CAP!and!Budget!reform!H!were!highly!controversial!and!also!
saw! the!UK! in!a!minority.!Despite! clear!awareness!of! the!expectations!associated!with!
the!Presidency!in!its!broker!role!and!the!“handicap”!it!meant!in!the!context!of!defending!










question! of! budget! reform,! agreement! beyond! the! need! to! continue! negotiations!was!
























dency’s!negotiating! target!on! the!budget!and!moves! to!adjust! the!national!position!on!
the!CAP!support!the!PE!in!the!broker!role.!
Finally,!in!the!context!of!the!CFP!dossier,!the!UK!gave!up!its!insistence!on!a!resolution!of!















































mestic! audience! of! the! incumbent!member! state,! there!was! “some! evidence! that! the!
Presidency!of!the!European!Council!does!lead!Heads!of!State!and!government!sometimes!
to!play!to!their!domestic!audiences”!(Wallace!1985:!276).!But!while!for!some!earlier!PreH
sidencies,! there!were!“indications!of!national!presidencies!using! the!period! in!office! to!













Even! though! they! had! “probably! done! both! these! things”,! this! was! “not! easy”! to! get!













three! major! focus! points:! the! European! Parliament,! the! Commission,! and! the! incumH
bent’s!domestic!audience.!Among!these,!relations!with!the!EP!were!becoming!increasingH
ly!important,!and!Presidencies!began!to!“devote!much!more!effort!than!used!to!be!comH






The! tensions! inherent! in! the! interHinstitutional! relationship!were! evident! in! the! British!
Presidency’s!approach!to!the!EP!in!1981.!Carrington!asked!for!“the!support!of!the!ParliaH
ment”! to!allow!Britain! “to!perform!her! task!effectively!and!harmoniously”! (Carrington,!
Speech!to!the!EP,!July!8,!1981).!He!acknowledged!that!part!of!the!EP’s!role!was!“to!disH





















sion!was!seen!as!“an! independent!participant! in!the!Council,!at! times!almost! its!adverH

































formal!or!perhaps!that! it!has!become!so!preoccupied!with!defending! its!own!corner! that! it! focusses! less!
clearly!on!the!overall!community!interest.”!
202!Wallace!1985:!277.!This!touched!not!only!on!the!Presidency’s!representative!role,!but!also!on!its!leader!





















































































re! and! during! the! Presidency”,! involving! a! “preparatory!meeting”! between! Carrington!
and!the!new!Commission!President,!Gaston!Thorn,!as!well!as!regular!meetings!between!







tional!workload! falling! on! the! Presidency! from! the! European! Parliament! proved! a! surH
prise! –! indeed,! an! extra!official! had! to!be! appointed! to! the!Representation!during! the!















some! individual!ministers!on! the!question!of! the! further!development!of!Europe,! their!
preoccupation!with!other! issues!or! simple!apathy”! (Edwards!1985:!255)! H! it! introduced!
the!innovation!of!a!meeting!of!EC!foreign!ministers!and!the!Commission!President!with!




















European!Council!on!26H27!November!at!Lancaster!House,! the!first! time!the!Head!of!Government!of! the!










she! nevertheless! reiterated! that! she! and! her!ministers! were! “glad! to! play! our! part! in!
strengthening!the!working!relationship!between!the!institutions!of!the!Community.!Each!
institution!has! its! own! role! to! play,! but! our! basic! objectives! are! the! same! and! I! stress!
again,!we!must!work! in!harmony”.211! In!other!words,! she!was!not!yet! ready! to!engage!
with!the!EP!politically,!something!that!had!changed!by!1986.!One!day!after!Thatcher,!CarH
rington!duly!appeared!in!front!of!the!EP!with!“a!double!duty”:!











































his! introductory! speech! the! Presidency’s! intention! to! pick! up! where! its! Dutch! predeH



















6.7).! Moreover,! the! Presidency! faced! the! regular! negotiation! of! the! 1982! budget,! for!
which! the!Commission!had!prepared!a! “Preliminary!Draft!Budget”! in!midHJune! totaling!
“an! increase!of!some!13!per!cent!over!1981”,!while!the!first!Budget!Council!on!July!23!
had! responded!with! its! own,! “considerably! lower”! draft! budget! (ibid.,! 6.8).! The! ChanH
cellor,!Geoffrey!Howe,!told!the!Cabinet!that!on!the!first!issue,!the!Council!meeting!which!
had!been!preceded!by!the!above!mentioned!“bridgeHbuilding!meeting”!with!an!EP!deleH
gation!had!been!able! to! reach!“agreement!on! the!draft!amending!Budget! for!1981,! so!
opening! the!way! to! a! political! settlement! of! the! dispute!with! the! Parliament! over! the!





















for! the!Regional!and!Social! funds!…!were! reasonably! satisfactory”;!moreover,! “the! fact!
that! the!Budget!Council,! for! the! first! time,!had!subjected! the!estimates! for!agricultural!

























1980.! Their! position!would!make! it!more! difficult! to! secure! a! satisfactory! solution! for!
1982! if!no!agreement!could!be! reached! in! time!on!a! longHterm!arrangement”! (Cabinet!
Conclusions!of!November!26,!1981,!CAB/128/71/18:!4,!3.).!!
Nevertheless,! on! December! 16,! the! day! Thatcher! addressed! the! EP! on! the! European!
Council,!the!Presidency!congratulated!itself!in!the!House!of!Commons!on!its!achievement!
in!having! improved!the!budgetary!dialogue!with! the!EP.215!On!the!morning!of! the!next!
day,!December!17,!also!the!day!that!Carrington!went!to!report!to!the!EP!on!the!UK!CounH
cil! Presidency,! the! Parliament! adopted! further! increases! to! the! budget! provisions! for!
1982,!which!“exceeded!the!margin!within!which!an!agreement!with!Council!might!have!
been! reached”! (CAB/129/214/5:!20/21,!6.12).!The!Cabinet!noted! that!a! further!Budget!
Council!meeting!“before!Christmas!would!probably!be!necessary”!in!the!light!of!this!(CaH
binet! Conclusions! of! December! 17,! 1981,! CAB/128/71/21:! 5,! 3.),! and! the! Council! duly!
met!on!December!21!to!consider!its!response.!It!“agreed!that!the!President!of!the!EuroH
pean!Parliament!should!be!requested!to!delay!adoption!of!the!1982!Budget!until!agreeH







Presidency!has! sought! to!maintain!a! constructive!and! continuous!dialogue!between! the!Council! and! the!
European!Parliament!on!budgetary!matters?!Does!he!accept!that!that! is!very! important,!bearing! in!mind!






British! Chairmanship,! despite! the! Presidency’s! willingness! H! consistent! with! the! PresiH
dency!effect!in!the!representative!role!H!to!make!considerable!concessions!in!terms!of!its!















fort!was! invested! in! the!Presidency’s! relationship!with! the!European!Parliament,!which!
required! a! lot! of! attention! and! energy.! This! relationship!was! also! at! the! center! of! the!
most!controversial!substantive!problems!the!Presidency!encountered!in!its!role!as!interH
nal! representative,! namely! the! settlement! of! the! outstanding! budgets! for! 1980H1982.!


















ministrator! role!was! still! closest! to! the!British! incumbent’s! inclinations! in!1981,!and! its!
performance!consequently!most!closely!aligned!to!the!predictions!of!the!Presidency!efH
fect.!While!thus!not!exclusively!attributable!to!the!PE,!the!amount!of!preparation!and!enH






















the! soHcalled! coutumier,! “a! kind! of! handbook! of! procedural! practice! and! precedent! to!
guide!successive!presidencies”!in!EPC!matters!(HayesHRenshaw/Wallace!2006:!146).!
Nevertheless,! developments! in! the!early! 1980s! “increased! rather! than!diminished”! the!
burden!of!a!presidency,!as!the!“sheer!volume!of!business!grew!steadily”!(Wallace!1986:!













tomated! in! the! Brussels! setting,! and! the! Council! Secretariat! was! available! for! help.216!
They!also!constitute!an!extra!burden!on!Presidency!and!Council!officials,!who!are!routiH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
216!“European!Council!meetings!normally!begin!with!a! lunch.!Much!organisation! is!required!to!get!all! the!












ings,! in! consultation!with!Commission!and! the!Council! SecretaryHGeneral,! constitutes! a!
major! portion! of! the! Presidency’s! administrative! burden! H! and! it! overlaps! appreciably!
with!its!agendaHshaping!leadership!role.!“The!actual!timetable!of!meetings!is,!to!a!consiH
derable!extent,!beyond!the!control!of!any!one!Member!State”.!220!The!big!Councils!–!FoH































meetings!at! the!working!group! level,! “the!nomination!of! chairmen!and!national! repreH
sentatives,! travel! and! other! arrangements! are! inevitably! among! the!most! tedious! and!






























Serious! application!was! certainly! the! order! of! the! day! for! the! 1981! British! Presidency.!




253).!As! a! first! step,! thorough!preparations!were!put! in!hand;! and! institutional! adjustH
ments!made,!mostly!at! the!FCO.223!There,!a!33Hstrong!Presidency!Secretariat!was!once!
again!established!whose!
“functions!…!clearly! reflected!the!priorities!of! the!government:! the!efficient!working!of!































UK!Departments!and! the!Council! Secretariat,! in!order! to!estimate! the! likely!number!of!








circulated!among!departments!with! the!aim!of!achieving!ministerial! clearance! three!or!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
larly!great”!(Edwards!1985:!252H254).!They!were!supported!by!“highHcalibre!officials”,!two!thirds!of!whom!


































































the!Presidency!Secretariat,! that! is! H!as!well!as! its!ECD!(Internal),!and!the!Cabinet!Office!
European!Secretariat.!Regular!weekly!meetings!of!WhitehallH!and!BrusselsHbased!officials!
“remained! an! important! feature!of! the!British! system”;! flexibility!was! ensured,! for! the!
1981!Presidency,!by!keeping!attendance!subjectHbased!and!fairly!open,!as!well!as!by!irreH



























































tings! of! EPC!working! groups”,! plus! one! European!Council.234! In! all! cases,! “great! pains”!




































we!have!all! invested! such!high!hopes.!During!our!Presidency!we! shall! shoulder!our! reH
sponsibilities! in! the!knowledge! that! the!best! contribution!we! can!make! is! to!discharge!































tention!due! to! the! collective! interest!of! [the]!Community.”236!And! yet,! Edwards! (1985:!
255)!argues,! “the!view!that! the!Presidency! is! costly! in! terms!of!national! interests”!was!





importantly! in! terms!of! constraints!on! the!promotion!and!protection!of!national! interH
ests”! (ibid.:!257/258).!Butler! (1986:!27),! the!Permanent!Representative,! formulates! the!










In!terms!of!the!Presidency’s!broker! role,! I!have!suggested!that!on!one!item!on!which! it!
found!itself!in!a!minority!position!H!the!budget!part!of!the!Mandate!H!the!Presidency!adH






and! fisheries! dossiers,! the! Presidency! gave! up! its! national! position!without$ negotiated$
quidGproGquo,!arguably!in!pursuit!of!agreement!for!agreement’s!sake.!The!PE!mechanisms!
in! the! broker! and! leader! roles! (first!mechanism),! along!with! some! potential! impact! of!
domestic! pressures,! can! jointly! explain! the! UK! Presidency’s! decision! on! sheep! meat;!




Community! interest,! claiming! that! “[c]ertainly! in! the!UK! case,! pains!were! taken! in! the!
guidelines!issued!and!in!departmental!meetings!to!emphasise!the!separation!of!roles!beH
























on! EC! issues! domestically.! The! 1981! UK! Presidency! did! claim! quite! a! lot! of! achieveH
ments,239!even!though!many!observers!were! fairly!critical.!Allen! (1988:!39)!argued!that!
despite!“the!impetus!of!the!mandate,!little!progress!was!made!during!what!turned!out!to!






























































After! the! June! 1984! Fontainebleau! Summit! had! seemingly! settled! “all! the! outstanding!
problems!of!the!Community”,!even!the!CAP!and!budget!problems,!including!the!BBQ,!“all!














1994:!17.! Francis!Arthur!Baron!Cockfield!witnessed! the!UK’s!1981!Presidency!as!Minister!of! State!at! the!




versions! to!Euro—!whatever! the!opposite! view! is!—!EuroHenthusiasm!—!was! Lord!Cockfield”,! Interview,!
September!8,!2010.!
242!Ludlow!2006:!223.!It!was!based!on!principles!agreed!in!the!Rome!Treaties!and!on!the!European!Court!of!













































ceptance! that! there! should! be! a! revision! of! the! Treaty,! that! the! revision! should! incurH


















































around! the!world! are! in! a! very! similar!position.! They! too,! if! they!are!doing! their! job!properly,! have! few!
friends!among!their!own!colleagues.!As!a!result,!there!readily!grows!up!a!quite!remarkable!degree!of!camaH














of! Britain’s! partner! governments! and! of! people!working! in! Community! institutions! toH
wards! the!United!Kingdom”,! as! it! had!become! “a!much!more! ‘normal’!member!of! the!
Community”!(Wallace!1986:!585).!This!was!because!the!BBQ!settlement!had!“lanced!the!
boil!of!British!discontent,! at! least!within!government! circles”;!because! further!enlargeH
ment! to! Spain! and! Portugal! on! January! 1,! 1986,! as! well! as! Thatcher’s! position! as! the!
longestHserving!European!Head!of!Government,!made!the!UK!“look!and! feel! like!an!esH
tablished!member!state”;249!and!because!external!developments!resulted!in!a!discernible!

















































and!best!coordinated!manner”! (Ersbøll!1985:! ix).!This! involved!fairly!discretionary!trimH










The!European!Council! had,!over! the!previous!decade,! “grown!up!outside! the!Treaties”!





were! often! keen! to! encourage,! and!which! their! national! press! often! fostered”! (HayesH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
























rated! the! “unprecedented”! (Buck! 1987:! 62)! “rolling! Presidency! programmes”! (Bull.! EC!














































ship! role! were! firmly! established.! It! was! clear! that! the! Presidency! was! “the! vehicle”!
through!which!member!governments!took!turns!with!the!“task!of!steering!discussion”!in!





























































nuity! and!effectiveness!on! the! internal!market! issue!with! the! “rolling”! Presidency!proH
grams!intended!to!compensate!for!the!short!duration!of!individual!Presidencies,!as!well!
as! to! the!“overlap! in! functions!between!the!Presidency!and!the!Commission”! (Kirchner!
1992:!115).!As!a!result,!“[m]ost!of!those!involved!in!Community!work!in!all!the!member!




































lowing! the! experiments!made!by! the!Danish! presidency,! chairpersons!will! be! asked! to!
discard! their!national!briefs.”260! In! terms!of! substance,! the!European!Secretariat!at! the!
Cabinet!Office!and!the!UK’s!Permanent!Representation!set! the!calendar!of!Council!and!
working!group!meetings!and!specified!“their!main!agenda!items”;!in!so!doing!they!were!






















entered! the! presidency!with! a! slate!wiped! relatively! clean! of! awkward! national! probH
lems”!(Wallace!1986:!583,!emphasis!added),!so!that!ministers!were!able!to!approach!it!
without! “preconditioned! defensive! reflexes”! (ibid.:! 588/589).! In! fact,! the! Community!




























be!entirely! surprising,! therefore,! that!although! it!was!announced!as!“the!statement!by!
the!PresidentHinHOffice!of!the!Council!on!the!programme!of!the!British!Presidency!for!the!
second!half!of!1986”!(OJ!Annex!2H341,!July!8,!1986:!59),!Foreign!Secretary!Geoffrey!HoH
we’s! speech! to! the!European!Parliament!on! July!8,!1986,!did!not!announce!a!concrete!
action!plan.!In!fact!the!speech!was!more!notable!for!the!things!he!did!not!mention!than!






























ple!of!how!to!stage!an!event!that!avoids!all! the!really!difficult! issues”! (Allen!1988:!51).!
The!heads!of!state!and!government!discussed!such!“popular!and!uncontroversial”!topics!
as!unemployment,!terrorism,!drugs,!AIDS!and!cancer!much!more!than,!for!example,!the!
Community’s! looming! budget! crisis! and! agricultural! surpluses,! EastHWest! relations! or!











don! summit”! and! “must! not! be!mentioned”:! “Certain! issues! are! explicitly! excluded! in! the!message!Mrs!
Thatcher! addressed! to!her! colleagues!and! to! the!President!of! the!Commission,!which! in! theory! foreshaH
dows!the!agenda!of!the!European!Council!(the!final!programme!must!be!fixed!when!the!meeting!opens).”!
Among!the!items!excluded!from!the!agenda!in!this!way!were!notably!CAP!reform!and!Community!finance,!


















dency! and! Thatcher! in! particular! did! not! eschew! a!major! conflict!with! Delors! and! the!
Commission! over! the! discussion! of! Community! priorities! at! the! European! Council.! The!
Commission!wanted! to! push! the! EC’s! “existential”! questions! H! rebalancing! the! budget,!





a!dark!cloud.”! 270!Similar! to!Howe’s!EP!speech,! the!London!European!Council!was! thus!
more! remarkable! for!what!was!omitted! than! for!what!was! addressed! (Hort! 1987:! 59).!
One! observer! pointed! out! that! while! normally,! “European! heads! of! government!must!























However,!all!of! this! resulted! in!a!barrage!of! criticism! in! the!media,! the!House!of!ComH
mons,!as!well!as!from!Delors!and!the!EP,!where!Thatcher,!following!her!report!on!the!EuH
ropean!Council!on!December!9,!1986,!sat! through!almost! three!hours!of!critical!haranH








isters! and!by! the! fact! that! the!other! topics!on! the! agenda!offered! little! cinder! for! conflict,! resulted! in! a!
European!Council! in!London!in!December!that!proved!far! less!conflictual!than!that!at!The!Hague!in!June.!
The!Presidency!program!for!employment!was!endorsed!almost!in!passing;!most!international!topics!were!



















of! the! structural! funds—,! employment,! the! environment! and! the! political! role! of! the!
Community!in!the!world”(Barón!Crespo,!S).!Worse,!the!“big!questions!…!were!avoided!in!






nism!of! the!PE! in! the! leadership! role,!did! strip! the!agenda!of! issues!which!would!have!





people! in! Europe’.! Far! from! it!!What! it! really! demonstrated! was! the! total! irrelevance! of! the! European!
Council’s!meeting!to!the!solution!of!the!most!urgent!and!pressing!problems!currently!facing!the!CommuH
nity,!its!Member!States!and!their!citizens”,!Thomas!Megahy,!S.!
278! Jean!Penders,!European!Peoples’!Party!Group! (EPP).! “Meanwhile,! the!debate!on!economic!and!social!
cohesion,! the! key! to! the! survival! of! the!Community,! has! also! been!postponed.! (…)! In! its! statement,! the!































including! the! IranHContra! affair! and!policy!on!Afghanistan!and!Angola,! gave!a!boost! to!
EPC,!which!still!remained!“heavily! influenced!by!external!events”!and!“mostly!reactive”!
(Kirchner! 1992:! 104).! International! problems!were! accumulating,! and! EC!members’! atH














close! identification!of! its! targets”! for! the!1986!Presidency:! “It! is! curious! that,! this! time!
around,!EPC!does!not!command!the!priority!attention!it!did!in!previous!British!presidenH
cies”,!despite!the!fact!that!“[m]ost!Community!governments!realize!that!a!delicate!balanH







occupation),! Syria! (over! terrorism!allegations)! and! Libya! (after! a! terror! attack! in!Berlin!
had!led!to!BritishHaided!US!military!retaliation!in!April!1986,!cf.!George!1998:!169H171).!In!
the!light!of!the!Presidency!effect,!it!is!not!altogether!surprising!to!find!that!none!of!these!

















In! terms! of! the! Community! budget,! the! UK! Presidency! was! facing! two! problems:! the!
need!to!settle!the!annual!budgets!for!1986!and!1987!(cf.!Chapter!V.4.3!below),!and!the!















riously!estimated! to!be!between!2!and!4!billion!ECU!short.282! In!April,! the!government!
had!been!warned!of!“another!gigantic!crisis,!with!the!cash!already!running!out!and!all!the!



















Thatcher! faced! a! similar! reception! at! the! European! Parliament,!where! it!was! asserted!





















































encourage! constructive!discussion!of! these!difficult! issues! in!order! to!open!up! the!deH



























































berately!excluded! from!the!European!Council’s!agenda! in!December,!with! the! justificaH
tion!of!it!being!“a!job!for!the!Ministers!of!Agriculture”,!and!there!was!only!the!expectaH
tion!for!the!Heads!of!Government!to!“[a]t!most!…!stress!that!Agriculture!Ministers!must!


















next!week’s!EEC!summit! for! reform!of! the!CAP’.!Not!only! that,!but!she!allowed! it! to!be!written!that!she!
would!insist!on!the!reduction!of!cultivated!areas,!despite!the!impossibility!of!Chancellor!Kohl’s!accepting,!

























area,!“security!and! freedom!of! the!citizen”!comprised!several! items! H!“terrorism,!drugs!
and!the!dangers!of! illegal! immigration,!with!AIDS!thrown! in! for!good!measure”!that,! in!
the!view!of!observers,!
“were!not!chosen!for!the!gravity!of!the!problems! involved.!Nor!were!they!selected!beH






















drugs”! (Thatcher,! European! Council! Press! Conference,! London,! December! 6,! 1986),! on!
which! “Heads! of!Government! endorsed! a! seven! point! plan”299! to! fight! drug! trafficking!
and!“resolved!to!keep!following!it!up!so!that!we!make!sure!that!each!country!learns!and!






































ions!of!pursuing!a!“thoroughly! liberalized”!Single!Market! included!that! it!would!help!to!
“redress!the!balance!against!the!allHengulfing!claims!of!the!CAP”,!would!suit!“Community!
philosophy”! as!much! as! “the! doctrinal! preferences! of! the! current! British! Conservative!
government,!and!it!would!draw!in!its!train!a!mass!of!interconnections!with!other!fields!of!




































Howe!emphasized! to! the!EP.305! For! this!purpose,! the!British!became!“prime!movers! in!
setting!up!a!‘rolling!action!programme’!to!coHordinate!the!activities!of!consecutive!presiH



















epochs!but!merely!phases!of! an!ongoing!process”,! and! that! it!was! therefore!advisable!







































midH1980s,!and! therefore!probably!not!an! issue! the!UK!Presidency!could!have!avoided!






























ly! in! the!British! case,! about! the! limitations!and! costs! imposed!on! them!by!Community!
employment!legislation”,!mostly!because!of!the!Commission’s!efforts!to!extend!employH
er! responsibilities! H! “an!effort!at! ‘social!engineering’!much!disliked!by! the!Conservative!
government”.313“Social!engineering”,!in!this!context,!“depended!on!detailed!procedures!
imposed!at!Community!level”!(Welsh!1988:!17):!the!Commission!had!come!up!with!a!seH











partment!of!Employment!…![was]! the!only!ministry,!apart! from!the!Treasury,! to!have!two!cabinet!minisH
ters”,!Welsh!1988:!7.!
313!Wallace!1986:!593.!“For!most!European!Ministers,!accustomed!to!coalition!government!and!the!careful!




legislation,! the!Commission’s!pending!proposals!also!encountered!“intense”! resistance!“particularly! from!
American!and!Japanese!multinational!companies!with!major!European!investments.!A!massive!public!relaH














time! (OJ!C290,!October!16,!1983)!and!on!parental! leave! (OJ!C333,!December!9,!1983).!



























position! that! any! reduction!must!be! linked! to! corresponding! cuts! in!unit! labour! costs”!






sal! and! the!Ministers! spent! Council! after! Council! haggling! over! texts!which! they! knew!


































gards!as!central,!not!peripheral,! issues”! (Wallace!1986:593),! that! is,!“to!alter!the!direcH
tion! of! Community! employment! policy! along! the! lines! of! British! job! creation! policies”,!
with!an!emphasis!on!removing!obstacles!to!growth!and!job!creation!(Welsh!1988:!iii).!
In!an!outline!of! the!Presidency!agenda!on!May!21,321!Howe!had!announced,!as!part!of!








320!Welsh!1988:!3.!Especially! for!members!of! the!Socialist!political!group! in! the!European!Parliament! the!




























































The!Presidency! initiative! challenged! the!Commission! in! two!ways.! First,! the!Presidency!
effectively!“byHpassed”!the!Commission’s!right!of!initiative!procedurally!(Brewin/McAllisH
ter! 1987:! 339/340),! because! even! though! “a! practice”! had! emerged!of! Council! resoluH
tions!requesting!particular!Commission!proposals,!“the!AngloHIrishHItalian!Memorandum!
…! was! a! great! deal! more! detailed! and! specific! than! anything! that! had! come! before”!
(Welsh!1988:!11).!Second,!it!meant!diverting!the!Commission!from!its!set!course!substanH
tively!(cf.!Wallace!1987:!404),!as!the!Presidency!“tried!to!reorientate!social!policy!by!arH
guing! that! easing! legal! constraints! on! employers! was! preferable! to! a! further! diet! of!
rights”!and,!against!“the!opposition!of!M.!Delors!and!ETUC,!…!tabled!40!proposals!on!deH
regulation,! training!and!help! for! the! longHterm!unemployed! in!both! the!Standing!ComH









































sides,! including! the! European! Commission,! for! some! unacceptable! form! of! concerted!
action!…,!the!British!produced!their!own!plan!which!effectively!requires!very!little!action!
at! all.! It! places! all! the! emphasis! on! deregulation,! some!encouragement! for! small! busiH
nesses! (taking! place! elsewhere),! words! in! favour! of! training! schemes! (already! under!
way),!and!a!promise! to!make! longHterm!unemployment!a! top!priority.!The!whole! thing!





































avoidable! ones! –! challenged! the! Presidency! in! its! broker! (the! beef! regime,! unemployH
ment,!air!transport!in!the!single!market!context)!and!representative!(Syria,!South!Africa,!
the!annual!budget)!roles!(cf.!Chapters!V.3.2!and!V.4.2).!
Nevertheless,! the!Presidency!was! congratulated! for! “having!managed! the!British!PresiH
dency!with!true!British!pragmatism!and!efficiency”,!and!for!having!“succeeded!in!making!
















held!a!minority!position!and!whether! it! yielded!on! them,! resisting!domestic!pressures,!
for! the! sake!of! achieving! agreement! in! the!Council,! rather! than!merely!due! to!Council!
bargaining!dynamics.!It!will!show!that!in!its!broker!role,!the!1986!UK!Council!Presidency!
was! subject! to! the!PE! in!dealing!with! the!problematic! issues!of! the!beef! regime! in! the!
CAP! context;! unemployment;! and! in! the! single!market! framework,! air! transport.! In! all!
three! instances,! domestic! politics! and! Council! bargaining! dynamics! played! a! role,! but!
cannot!alone!explain!the!Presidency’s!behavior.!The!broker!role’s!institutional!shape!faciH
litated!decision!making!and!also!reinforced!the!Presidency!effect!through!various!specialH






















come! “above! all,! in! its! contemporary! manifestation,! a! negotiating! forum,! negotiating!
constantly!both!over!internal!rules!and!policies!and!with!other!countries”,!and!as!such,!it!
was! “remarkably! productive”! (Wallace! 1985:! 261).! Even! at! the! level! of! the! European!
Council,! these!negotiations! –!more! than! ten! years! after! their! institutionalization!–!had!
reached! a! stage!where! typical! proceedings329! resembled! the! hardHnosed! horseHtrading!
characteristic!of!the!ministerial!Councils!more!than!the!originally!envisioned!statesmanly!
fireside! chats! about! grand! visions! of! Europe.! The! Presidency’s! institutional! shape! had!




















sometimes! in! private! but! more! often! scattered! round! the! Council! room.! Interpreters!
would! weave! among! us! trying! to! keep! communications! open”! while! the! Presidency!
“would! open! up! and! then! break! off! a! dialogue”! with! individual! delegations.331! The!
“search!for!the!compromise!that!makes!decision!possible”!was!thus!part!of!the!“immenH





they! have! to! negotiate! and! legislate! “without! the! benefit! of! clear! political! authority”;!
their!“membership!reflects!the!changing!fortunes!of!the!particular!electoral!cycles!within!
the!member! states”,!and! in! “the!push!and!haul!of! constant!negotiation! there! is!no! reH
feree!to!blow!the!whistle,!either!to!call!foul!or!to!end!the!game!H!except!in!so!far!as!the!














program! and! the! rising! pressure! for! CAP! reform,! it! was! evident! that! the! Presidency’s!
challenge!is!greater!at!the!ministerial!level!due!to!that!added!dimension!of!sectoral!comH
petition.!As!one!frustrated!contemporary!Commissioner!put!it:!“The!real!trouble!with!the!
Council!–!and! I!deliberately!use! the!omnibus! term!–! is! that! it! consists!of!departmental!







out! to!national! capitals! in! its!attempts! to!broker! compromise! in! the!Council.! Thus,! the!



























































336!Hannay,! Interview,!London,!July!16,!2010.!“The!feeling! in!the!meetings! is!very!strong.! I!used!to!say,! if!




















of!his!predecessors,! the!British!Minister!was! intrigued!by! the!possibilities!of! the!Community’s! legislative!

















tial,! though! they!may!not!always!convince! their!partners!of! this.! In! some!governments!
explicit!and!careful!attention!is!paid!to!separating!instructions!to!Presidents!from!those!
to! national! spokesmen”,338! including! under! Thatcher! in! 1986:! “I’m!not! sure!we! always!
succeeded,!no!one!ever!does!get!everything!100%!right,!but!we!always!tried!to!differenH






bar! too!high,!given! that!“needed!are! texts!which!are!acceptable,!not! those!with!which!




















clout”,! the! capability! to! assemble! “package! solutions”,! an! “effective! and! coHoperative!
working!relationship!with!the!Commission!and!the!EP”!as!well!as,!when!necessary,!“conH
cession!on!its!own!national!interest”!(ibid.:!115).!By!the!end!of!1985,!British!negotiators!
had! “learned! (with! a! vengeance)! the! art! of! bargaining! BrusselsHstyle”,340! but! they! also!
“seemed”!to!have!understood!“the!need!for!some!compromise!in!EC!negotiations,!to!alH












340! Peel! 1986,! op.! cit.:! 26;! cf.! also! Jean! Penders! (EPP),! EP! Debate! on! Thatcher! Statement,! December! 9,!
1986.!
341! “The! British! are! being! forced! to! become!more! adept! at! the! necessary! game! of! coalitionHbuilding! in!






























since! the! Commission,! legally! justified,! was! “not! prepared! to!make! concessions! on! the! institutional! asH
pects”,!as!a!result!of!which!the!situation!appeared!“totally!blocked”,!Agence!Europe!4447:!8,!December!8/!























cing! it! to! reach! conclusions! on! the! three! important! dossiers!which! are! now! before! it.!
Those!are!milk,!beef!and!socioHstructures.”346!He!explained!that!“the!Presidency!intendH













nex! 2H346:! 259;! cf! Bull.! EC! 12H1986:! 1.2.1.! “There!were! those!who! suggested! that!we! should! stick!with!
dairying.!If!we!could!manage!to!do!that,!it!would!be!a!huge!achievement.!Others!said!that!we!must!concenH
trate!on!beef,!and!others! said! that!we!should!content!ourselves!with! the!special!work!on! the!structures!
package!…! .!That!would!pave!the!way! for! the!others.!The! fact! is! that!Britain!went! for!all! three!together.!

















wondering!whether! they!were!not!being!driven!a! little! too!hard.! I!do!not!apologise! for!
that.!(…)!I!hope!the!House!will!understand!that,!in!making!the!Council!of!Ministers!reconH










Council! to! its!proposals!aimed!at! limiting! the! intervention”,!now!envisaged!“a!different!












“to! help!with! the! effects! of! this! on! farmers’! incomes”,! a! premium! should! be!paid! “on!





proposal! on!urgent! reforms!of! the!beef! sector! seemed! “tailorHmade! for! British! needs”!
and!did!“not!meet!with! less!opposition!than!the!Commission’s!proposal.”351! Jopling!exH
plained!that!“the!differences!arise!first!on!the!extent!of!the!weakening!of!the!intervenH
tion! system,! second! on!whether! the! Commission's! proposed! specialist! premium! has! a!






individual! national! delegations! (Agence! Europe! 4452:! 9,! December! 15/16,! 1986).! The!
Presidency!was!“more!flexible!on!the!intervention!criteria”!in!yet!another!“new”!comproH
mise!proposal!on!the!beef! regime,!“but! resistance! from!Member!states! remained!such!
that!two!new!compromises!were!proposed.!Finally,!the!Commission!proposed!to!interveH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!













exists!–! cannot!accept.”353!A! compromise!on!beef!was! finally! reached!on!Tuesday,!DeH
cember!16!by!QMV!–!with!the!UK!Presidency!abstaining!(Brewin/McAllister!1987:!361).!
After!the!Council!meeting,!Jopling!gave!a!very!upbeat!press!conference,!declaring!himself!










ter!control!of! the!market! in!beef/veal,!and!the! introduction!of!a! temporary!compensaH
tory!premium! for! all! beef/veal! producers!who!do!not! receive! the! calf! premium!or! the!
variable! premium.”355! The! “main! consequence”! of! the! intervention! decisions!was! that!























































































cause! soon! afterwards,! the! plan! encountered! “a! whole! barrage! of! criticism”! (George!

















like! for! the!previous!agenda!of! the!Employment!Ministers,!Clarke!speaking!of! ‘sterile!debate!on!obscure!
bits!of!employment!law’”,!The$Guardian,!September!23,!1986;!cited!in!George!1998:!187.!
361!Founded!in!March!1958,!the!organization’s!name!was!changed!to!BUSINESSEUROPE$G$The$Confederation$















































The!project’s!bad!prospects!were! turned!around!only!at! the!European!Council! in!early!




7,! 1986! (special! edition)).! One! the! one! hand,! this! demonstrated,! according! to! Welsh!
(1988:!14),!“how!successful!the!Prime!Minister!had!been!in!rallying!her!own!colleagues!













the!EP! kept! “faithfully! reflecting! the!position!of! the!Commission!and! the!unions”,!whose! resistance!also!




















standing! paragraph!which,! as! one!minister! pointed! out,! had! no! relevance! to! the!main!
























In! other!words,! the! Presidency! chose! not! to! veto! the! inclusion! of! the! social! partners,!
















jor!public! investment!at! the!European! level,!which!was!contrary! to!Thatcherism!on!acH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




















regulation! and! none! on! the! expansion! of! demand! and! stimulation! of! new! investment!
contained!in!the!European!Commission's!own!coHoperative!growth!strategy.”372!




























tions! to! the! unemployment! problem!with! no! plans! for! a! positive! concerted! European!
campaign!to!reduce!the!massive!figures.”376!When,!on!December!11,!the!Social!Council!
met!to!discuss!
“concrete!proposals! for! forty!points!of!action!based!on! the!plan,!….!pressure! from!the!
poorer!member!states,!and!to!a!lesser!extent!from!West!Germany,!led!to!the!inclusion!of!

























tenure,! the! Belgian! Minister! of! Employment! and! Labour,! Michel! Hansenne,! “made! it!
clear!at!the!outset!of!his!period!of!office!that!he!believed!it!was!the!job!of!the!CommisH
sion,!not!the!Council,!to!make!proposals!and!to!take!initiatives”,!and!it!subsequently!beH
came!evident! that! the!Belgian!Presidency!would!not!push! this! approach! to!unemployH
ment!in!the!way!the!British!had!(Welsh!1988:!16/17).!Once!more,!the!Presidency!relegaH
ted!domestic!concerns!and!stepped!outside!of!the!negotiating!pressures!in!the!Council,!
























tured!on! the!agenda!of! the! June!1986!European!Council! at!The!Hague,!which!preHproH
grammed!its!own!London!agenda!inter!alia!by!deciding!to!“evaluate!at!its!next!meeting!
















posal! for!a! regulation! for! the! liberalisation!of! intraHCommunity! regional!air! services.! In! response! to!a! reH
quest!from!the!Council!to!examine!the!question!of!air!fares!in!the!Community,!the!Commission!presented!a!
report!and!draft!directive.!The!Commission!also!presented!a!proposed!regulation!for!the!application!of!the!

















it! represented! for! European! unity.! The! Foreign! Secretary! expressed! the! view! that! it!
would!make!a!major! contribution! to! the!average!European! citizen’s! identification!with!
the!Community! if!air! fares!between!the!member!states!were!reduced”! (Kirchner!1992:!
101),!and!he!received!some!support!for!this!plan!in!the!EP.382!!




























a! significant! result.”383! The! informal! meeting! made! “considerable! progress”,! with! the!
Presidency!proposals!emerging!as!“a!valid!basis!of!negotiation!for!most!of!the!Member!
States”.!However,! the!Dutch!considered!“the!new!British!position”! to!be!“almost!a!beH
trayal”,!and!SmitHKroes!“even!refused!to!participate! in! the! informal!meeting”!after!she!
had!received!the!memorandum!from!Council!President!John!Moore,!UK!Secretary!of!StaH
















on! the! first! phase! of! deregulation! of! air! transport! in! the! Community”,! the! Presidency!
draft!seemed!“acceptable!to!France!and!Germany”,!which!gave!it!“a!good!chance!of!beH
ing!adopted”!as!the!Netherlands!appeared!to!be!“virtually!isolated!in!its!opposition!to!a!
compromise!which! it! considers!as! insufficient,! i.e.! too! timid!on! the! liberalization!path”!
(ibid.!4423:!8,!November!5,!1986).!However,!given! that! the!UK,! in!principle!one!of! the!
“champions! of! deregulation”,! was! stressing! that! “its! role! of! President! of! the! Council!
means!that!it!should!not!defend!its!own!national!arguments,!but!seek!a!compromise!liH
kely!to!be!accepted!by!all!the!Member!states”,!the!“partisans!of!total!deregulation”!were!



































385!Agence!Europe!4427:!7/8,!November!11,!1986.!The!Permanent!Representatives’! report! for! the!MinisH
ters,!while!noting!that!only!a!small!number!of!“technical!details”!were!still!open,!also!showed!that!member!
states!were!evenly!divided! into!“four!groups!of! three:! the! ‘great! liberalisors’! (the!Netherlands!above!all,!














es! to! the!agreement,!or! to!admit! failure”! (Agence!Europe!4428:!5/6,!November!12/13,!
1986).!However,!“ministerial!tours!to!promote!the!Presidency!package!on!aviation!arouH
sed! the! resentment! of! some! smaller! States”! (Brewin/McAllister! 1987:! 339/340),! and!
Thatcher!was! reduced! to! insisting! the!government!would! “continue! to!press! for!easier!
access!to!cheap!air!fares”!and!threatening!alternative!bilateral!arrangements!in!the!EP!afH
ter! the!European!Council!had! failed!to!make!any! impact!on!the! issue.387!The!Transport!
Council’s!December!15/16!meeting!was!“its! last!attempt!at!reaching!agreement!on!the!
partial!and!gradual!liberalisation!of!air!transport”;!and!the!fact!that,!after!weeks!of!preH




sufficiently! conducive! to! necessary! liberalization,388! the! Council! made! “little! progress”!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
387!Thatcher,!HC!Statement!on!the!European!Council,!HC!Deb!8!December!1986!vol!107!c21.!This!was!a!letH












Moore,! Council! President]! gave! considerable! impetus! to! the! creation! of! a! European! policy! on! air! transH
port”,!Georgios!Anastassopoulos,!EPP,!Response!to!Howe!Statement! to! the!EP!on!the!British!Presidency,!
December!10,!1986,!OJ!Annex!2H346:!140.!





and! was! unable! to! agree! “in! principle! on! the! adoption! of! the! package! of! directives”!
(Agence!Europe!4452:!10,!December!15/16,!1986).!Nevertheless,!Moore!claimed!that!a!
“majority!of! the!Twelve”!now!supported!“in!principle!most!of! the!elements!of! the! first!
package!of!measures!aimed!at! liberalising!air! transport! in!Europe”,!which!according! to!
him!was!a!“substantial!and!irreversible!result,!which!will!allow!my!Belgian!colleague!HerH
man!de!Croo!to!be!in!a!position!to!adopt!this!first!package!of!measures!when!he!will!asH
sume! the! presidency! of! the! Council”,! despite! certain! delegations’! persistent! doubts!
(ibid.).!In!sum,!in!line!with!the!prediction!of!the!Presidency!effect!in!the!broker!role,!the!
UK! took! a! considerable! step! back! from! its! stronglyHheld! domestic! preferences! on! air!
transport!liberalization!in!pursuit!of!agreement!in!the!Council!under!its!Presidency;!it!was!































dynamics! in! the! Council! have! stopped! Britain! simply! continuing! to! block! the! CommisH
sion’s!attempts!at!social!engineering.!Only!the!PE!in!the!Presidency’s!broker!role,!in!this!


















its! domestic! audience,! if! any.! It! will! show! how! as! external! representative,! the! British!
Council!Presidency!accepted!Community!measures!far!less!stringent!than!its!own!against!
Syrian!state!terrorism!for!the!sake!of!a!common!EC!position,!rather!than!opting!for!a!uniH
lateral! shutHdown! of! Community! engagement! with! Syria.! Similarly,! the! British! governH




tive! role,! the! British! Council! Presidency’s! engagement! with! the! European! Commission!


























with! the! introduction,! in! 1982,! of! the! “budget! trialogue”! involving! a! Presidency! repreH
sentative,!the!chairman!of!the!EP’s!Budget!Committee!and!the!responsible!CommissionH
er.!Convened!mostly!towards!the!end!of!the!budget!process,!its!task!was!“to!settle!outH












tice”! of! oneHonHone! encounters! between! the! EP! representative! and! the! Presidency!
(ibid.).!Thus,!also!by!the!middle!of!the!decade,!“the!Presidency!had!developed! into!the!
Council’s! natural! representative! visGàGvis! the! Parliament”! (ibid.;! cf.! also!Wallace! 1985:!
17),!especially!since!the!1983!Stuttgart!European!Council!had!decided!that!“the!PresidenH
cy!should!report!to!the!EP!on!the!outcome!of!each!European!Council.”392!While!still!exerH




sibly! increased”,! requiring!ministers! to!appear! frequently! at!plenary!or! committee! sesH
sions.393!The!European!Parliament,!in!short,!had!become!high!maintenance.!There!were!
complaints! that!many!of! the!questions!Presidencies!were! required! to!answer!were!unH





392!Kirchner!1992:!121.!By!1986,! it!had!become!“customary”! for! the!head!of! state!or!government! in! the!
Chair!to!do!so!(ibid.:!111/112),!as!Thatcher!herself!noted:!“I!was!privileged!in!1981!to!be!the!first!Head!of!







ters”!were! “the!most! frequent! visitors”,! including! to! EP! committees:! “on! average! approximately! twenty!
such!meetings”!took!place!in!the!course!of!a!Presidency.!Such!contacts!could!“help!to!facilitate!the!takeHup!
of!parliamentary!amendments!to! legislative!proposals!still!being!considered!by!the!Council!of!Ministers.”!
Notably,! it!had!also!become!“customary!for!Presidencies!to! liaise!with!MEPs!from!their!own!countries! in!














cedure”,!which!would! involve! the!EP!even!“more!closely! in!EC! lawHmaking”,394!and! the!
pressure!of!the!Single!Market!program!often!encouraged!Presidencies!to!cooperate!exH
tensively!with!both!the!EP!and!the!Commission!(cf.!Kirchner!1992:!113),!as!the!“best!reH
sults”!were! achieved! “by! good! teamwork”,! especially! between! the! Presidency! and! the!
Commission.395!“Close!collaboration”!between!the!Commission!President!and!the!PresiH
dency’s!Foreign!Minister!had!become!normal,396!as!the!Commission,!“whilst!interested!in!
Community! progress,! also! shares! responsibility! when! things! go! badly! within! the! EC”!
(ibid.:!111).!Each!Presidency!therefore!faced!an!“immense”!triple!challenge!in!its!repreH
sentative! role:! “to! represent! the! Community,! and! negotiate! on! its! behalf,! visHàHvis! the!
Community’s!associated!partners!and!the!countries!seeking!accession”,!that! is!as!exterH
nal!representative;!“to!represent!the!Council!visHàHvis!the!European!Parliament!in!situaH
















(reH)present! the!Council!and! its!output! to!“public!opinion!and! the!press”,! including! the!
Presidency’s!own!domestic!audience!(Ersbøll!1985:! ix).! In!this!context,!the!“representaH
tive”!mechanism! of! the! Presidency! effect! operated:! “All! governments! find! themselves!
under!pressure!to!show!themselves!to!advantage!under!the!Presidency!spotlight!both!in!
terms!of!actual!Council!and!EPC!output!and!in!terms!of!peer!group!evaluation”!(Wallace!
1985:! 273).! The! “big! occasion! for! the! Council! Presidency! to! present! their! sixHmonthly!
stint! in!a!positive! light”,!and!therefore!the!“apex!for!every!Presidency”!was!the!“media!








the! Council! Secretariat,! Commission! and! the! European! Parliament”,! the! “coordination!
with!the!preceding!Dutch!presidency”,!and!the!“best!way!to!present!the!presidency!so!as!



















































ther! joint!action”! including!a! formal!arms!embargo,!a!ban!on!highHlevel!visits!and!a! reH
view!of!existing!diplomatic!relations!and!security!arrangements!(Bull.!EC!11H1986:!2.4.1.).!
“Greece!was!unable!to!subscribe!to!this!text,!since!it!felt!that!the!Syrian!authorities!were!





































push! things! to! the!point!of! economic! sanctions!which!would!hurt! South!African!blacks!
even!more! than!whites! and! be! economically! damaging! to! the! bordering! African! counH
tries.! It!would!also,! incidentally,!damage!the!economies!of!those!countries!who!applied!
sanctions,!substantially! in! the!case!of! the!UK”! H!which! is!why!Butler!expected!the! issue!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

















































stance!against!apartheid!a!marker!of! their!Presidency! (cf.!Hort!1987:!55).!After! the!UK!
and!Germany!had!failed!in!their!attempts!to!dissuade!the!Dutch!Presidency!from!insisting!





















siers! such! as! the! common!market! and!energy,! the! expediency! and! advisable! extent! of!
sanctions!dominated!the!meeting!in!acrimonious!debates,!aggravated!by!public!demands!
for!EC!measures!and!the!expectation!of!a!“clear!signal”!from!the!European!Council.!The!
Dutch!were! supported!by!other!advocates!of! a!hard! stance!against! the!government!of!
Pieter!Botha,!notably!the!Danish,!Greek!and!Irish!governments,!and!faced!the!Germans,!




line! on! South! Africa.! (Brewin/McAllister! 1987:! 351),! and! in! a! sixHpoint! “Statement! on!






410! The! Portuguese! government! of! Aníbal! Cavaco! Silva! opposed! sanctions! because! of! the! presence! of! a!







































draft! they!had!been!given,!cf.!Agence!Europe,!4351:!1,! July!2,!1986;!the!Statement,!and! in!particular!the!






































Foreign!Minister!of!the!current!Presidency.! I! recognize!the!difficulties!of!the!task,!but! I!hope!nobody!will!
















by!Howe’s! “luckless”! (Wallace!1986:!596)!mission,!during!which,! traveling!as! the!PresiH
dent!of!the!Foreign!Affairs!Council,!he!was!nonetheless!received!–!and!attacked!–!as!the!
British!Foreign!Secretary!(cf.!Wallace!1987:!402).!His!“thankless”!attempt!“to!try!to!engaH












opposition! to! sanctions! against! the! South!African! regime! (cf.! Thatcher! 1993:! 512H522).!
Finally,!after! the!UK!had!“stultified”! (Holland!1987:!309)! the!Community’s!South!Africa!
policy!for!months,!on!September!15,!“the!EC!finally!moved!towards!‘limited!measures’”,!













ropean!Council,!her!Foreign!Secretary!bore! the!brunt!of! the!hostile! reactions! in! the!EP!
and!the!House!of!Commons!to!“the!debacle!of!sanctions!against!South!Africa”,!which!weH
re! considered! “a! joke”,! especially! after! “the! fanfare! six!months! ago!when! Sir!Geoffrey!

























mitment! is!shown!as!well! in!the!help!we!are!giving!to!training,!to!education!and!to! legal!aid!to!the!black!




























Hague!were! introduced! in!September!1986.!Perhaps! the!most!extraordinary! feature!of!
these! discussions!was! that! they! seemed! to! be! carried! on!without! regard! to!what!was!




word! for! it!–!as!a! success.!Where! is! the!success?!You!do!not!even!manage! to! impose!any! real! sanctions!












ne! can! account! for! Thatcher’s! relenting! on! sanctions! against! South! Africa.! Arguably,!
therefore,!her!stance!was!due!at!least!in!part!to!her!exposed!position!in!the!EC!Council!
Presidency,!which! subjected!her! to! the! Presidency! effect! in! the! representative! role.! In!
the!interpretation!of!Martin!Holland!(1987:!302/303),!the!
“irony!of! the!UK!position!during! its! third! term!as!president!of! the!European!Council!…!
illustrates! the!constraints!of!chairing!EPC.! It! is! the! responsibility!of! the!country!holding!










In! terms!of! the!UK!Presidency’s! role!as! internal! representative,! there!was!considerable!
continuity!to!the!preceding!Dutch!Presidency.!Given!the!unsettled!budgetary!questions,!
both!the!Dutch!and!the!British!Presidencies!prioritized!interHinstitutional!relations,!espeH
cially! those!with! the!EP.!Both!also!emphasized! the!need! for!budget!discipline! (cf.!Buck!







































cils! (Wallace! 1986:! 592),! the! British! did! not! emulate! that! example,! even! though!MEPs!
specifically! asked! for! this.430! Howe! evaded! the! demand!with! further! reassurances! that!
the!Presidency!recognized!the!“advantage!in!encouraging!and!establishing!more!frequent!
contact!between!the!Council!and!Parliament”,!and!underlined!that!ministers!“as!repreH
sentatives! of! the! Presidency”!would!meet! “almost! all”! EP! committees! “before!DecemH
ber”.431! The!Presidency!did! fulfill! that!promise,! sending! representatives! to!plenary! sesH


































had!made! their!position!clear,! it!was! to!be!expected! that!parliamentarians!of! their!naH


















































UK! application,436! the! ECJ! President! had! handed! down! an! interim! order! requiring! the!




























































conduct,! “spirit! of! coHoperation! and! understanding! of! the! problems”! as! well! as! its! patience,! Efthymios!
Christodoulou!(EPP),!ibid.:!76.!




























get,! and! the!6m!ecu!offered!by!ministers!…!was! covered!by! agreeing! that! for!one!year!unused! commitH
ments! in! transport! could! be! spent! on! research”,! Brewin/McAllister! 1987:! 340,! cf.! ibid.! 345/346.! Brooke!
acknowledged!that! it!was!“an! innovative!device”!which!“entered!the!negotiations!at!around!midnight!on!
Wednesday!night”,!HC!Deb!11!July!1986!vol!101!c616.!
445!“I!have! to! tell! the!House! that! the!new!budget!uses!up!all! the!available! revenue!within! the!…!1.4!per!
cent.!ceiling,!together!with!the!surplus!carried!forward!from!1985.!Compared!with!the!1985!budget,!the!inH
crease!in!agriculture!guarantee!expenditure!is!10.8!per!cent.!and!in!nonHobligatory!expenditure!is!14.54!per!























also! emphasized! that! the! “concern”!had!been! “to! reach! an! agreement”:! “All! I! know! is!
that!we!secured!an!agreement!between!the!Budget!Council!and!the!Parliament!and!that!
as! a! consequence! the! Community! has! not! been! plunged! into! the! chaos! of! provisional!
twelfths.”448!At!the!end!of!the!day,!the!Council!






























by!the!way!the!Council!Presidency!handled!the!1986!budget!question! in! July!and!we!specially! thank!Mrs!
Chalker! and! Mr! Brooke! for! their! trust! and! cooperation! with! the! Members! of! this! Parliament”,! Arndt,!





































































stated! that! in! the! absence! of! an! agreement! between! the! two! arms! of! the! budgetary!














455!Bull.! EC!12H1986:!2.3.1.!Much!of! the!divergence!of!opinion!between!Council! and!EP! revolved!around!
whether!or!not!the!EP!was!authorized!to! increase!spending!on! items,!especially! in!the!realm!of!the!CAP,!
which!the!Council!considered!compulsory!expenditure,!and!therefore!under!its!remit,!and!the!EP!considerH

























was! “the! absence! of! constructive! debate! on! the! European! dimension! amongst! politiH

















ce.”!Thus,! in! line!with! the! first!prediction!of! the!Presidency!effect! for! its! role!as! repreH










catch! the! ear! of!ministers! in! advance! of! Council!meetings.! Lobbies!with!well! orchestrated! European! inH






















not!actually!have!been!doing! that.! It!did!show!you!were! leading! the!Union!and!people!
were!taking!notice!of!you,!and!you!were!the!Presidency!and!it!was!all!worth!doing.!So!it!
was!a!plus!point!for!public!opinion,!without!any!doubt,!particularly!as!they!carried!off!the!
























Nevertheless,! British!ministers! attempted! to! spin! European! affairs! to! their! advantage,!
both!in!the!immediate!environs!of!Council!meetings!themselves458!and!in!Parliament,!in!
addition! to!normal!ministerial!press!briefings.459!Particular! stress!was! laid!on! the!PresiH
















Ministers!are!alleged!to!be! ‘confidential’.!With! the! teeming!masses!present,!confidentiality!would! in!any!
case!be!impossible.!But!far!worse!some!Ministers,!and!ours!have!been!among!the!worst!offenders,!make!a!
habit!of!slipping!out!of!meetings! just!before!they!end!to!give!the!press!highly!coloured!accounts!of!what!
















































momentum!and!qualitative!progress!are!equally! important.!None! the! less,! they!have!a! specific! target! in!





gleHmarket!measures”,!noted!that! the!UK!“had!been!able,! in!other!words,! to!exploit! to!
the!full!the!steps!agreed!at!Luxembourg!for!the!enlargement!of!Community!authority!at!
the!expense!of!‘sovereign!parliaments’.!It!was!an!achievement!worth!recording,!not!least!
under! this!Presidency”! (Howe!1994:!521).!Whichever! interpretation! is!applied,! the! fact!









troversial! dossiers! on! which! the! UK! was! isolated.! On! the! highly! salient! issue! of! Syria,!
which!to!the!UK!was!a!question!of!national!security,!the!Presidency!accepted!Community!
measures! far! less! stringent! than! its!own,!national!approach! in!order! to!achieve!a!comH
mon!position!of!a! reluctant!Community!against! Syrian! sponsorship!of! terrorism,! rather!
than! continuing! to! block! Community! engagement! with! Syria! unilaterally,! as! domestic!
concerns! and! ECHlevel! bargaining! dynamics! would! have! suggested.! Conversely,! on! the!
question!of!sanctions!against! the!South!African!apartheid!regime,! it!was!the!British!goH
vernment! that! had! been! stubbornly! resisting! measures! demanded! by! the! CommonH
wealth,!large!swathes!of!public!opinion!and!most!of!the!European!Community,!including!





sion! by! the! incoming! British! President! of! the! Foreign! Affairs! Council! to! South! Africa! –!
thereby! instrumentalizing! the! Presidency! for! the! pursuit! of! national! preferences! –,!











with!both! the!European!Commission!and! the!European!Parliament!despite! the!governH
ment’s!entrenched!reluctance!to!accord!to!these!institutions!any!more!influence!than!neH









































In! terms!of! the!Presidency’s!administrator!role,!one!of! the!“key!tasks”! in!1986!was!the!
“management!of!transition”!to!the! incoming!SEA!(Wallace!1986:!588),!while!also!handH
ling!the!“increasing!volume”!of!work!due!to!the!implementation!of!the!single!market!proH
gram! (Kirchner! 1992:! 114).! Even! in! “normal”,! i.e.! nonHPresidency! times,! the! EC!meant!
“one!long!round!of!meetings!and!briefing”!for!national!officials!in!charge!of!Community!
affairs,464!while!“political,!administrative!and!resource!constraints”!limited!their!room!for!



















approach”! (ibid.:!599):!upon! the! initiative!of!Great!Britain,!which!had!considered! three!
meetings!a!year!“once!too!many”,!the!Luxembourg!European!Council!of!December!1985!





























































cil”,!albeit!“not! the!most! fervent!advocate!of! further!European! integration! in!all! fields”!
(Wallace! 1986:! 588).!Moreover,! “ministerial! experience!with! Europe!was! considerable,!
too”,!especially! in!the!case!of!the!Foreign!Secretary,!Sir!Geoffrey!Howe,!who!had!“lived!
with!the!Council!of!Ministers!since!1979,!first! in!Ecofin!(Economic!and!Financial!Affairs)!
and!then! in!General!Affairs,!a!useful!combination!given!the! importance!of! the! financial!
dimension! to! the!work!of! the! EC.”!His! deputy! for! Presidency!purposes,! Lynda!Chalker,!
FCO!Minister!of!State,!contributed!“both!considerable!experience!and!an!unusual!(for!a!
British! minister)! facility! for! other! European! languages.”468! In! addition,! an! ever! larger!
number!of!officials!had!found!themselves!“sucked!into!the!Brussels!whirlpool”!(Wallace!
1985:!261),!and!most!“relevant!senior!officials!have!been!involved!in!Community!work!on!
and!off! throughout!the!period!since!British!accession,! forming!an! identifiable!European!






















In! terms! of! institutional! adjustments,! the! “legacy! of! two! difficult! presidencies! instilled!
routines!of!reflection!and!planning!which!have!been!reactivated!over!the!past!year!with!a!













of! the!UK!Permanent!Representative! in!Brussels! (UKRep).! Its!experienced!staff!are!to!chair!many!Council!
working!groups”,!ibid.!
471!“For!the!most!part!it!was!assumed!that!able!officials!would!be!able!to!handle!the!functions!of!the!chair!
with! the!necessary! range!of!skills.!A!modest!programme!of!very!short! training!courses!was!organized!by!
the!Civil!Service!College!as!a!supplement,!and!as!a!safety!net!to!pick!up!the!occasional!official!who!lacked!
an!appropriate!background.!However,!no! intensive!training!was!organized! in!chairing!techniques!…!.!Civil!
service! training! on! the! EC! has! in! any! case! included! a! component! on! negotiating! techniques! for! some!
years”,!Wallace!1986:!588.!





pass! to! the! new! permanent! secretariat! in! Brussels! in! 1987! (ibid.).! The! Cabinet! Office!
European!Secretariat!“provided!the!vehicle!for!coordinating!the!whole!planning!exercise!
as! an! extension! of! its! normal! functions”.! One! junior! official! was! added! to! it,! while!






21,! cf.! Brewin/McAllister! 1987:! 359),! hosted!by! the!Chancellor!of! the!Exchequer,!Nigel!
Lawson;474!as!well!as!(only)!one!European!Council!in!London!on!December!5/6,!hosted!by!

















other!main!differences!are! that!Central!Bank!Governors!attend! the! informal!Ecofins,!but!not! the! regular!
meetings! of! the! Council;! and!whereas! the! regular!meetings! are! always! held! in! Brussels! or! Luxembourg,!














































pered! by! awkward! national! problems! like! the! British! budgetary! contribution! overshaH













de,! services,! transport!and!manufacturers,! from!which,! in! the!eyes!of!British!ministers,!








British! leadership,! leading! inter! alia! to! “the! successful! launch! of! the!GATT! round”! and!
“effective! agreements”!with! the!United! States! on! the! trade! regimes! for! items! such! as!
“steel,! pasta! and! citrus! fruits”.477! Emphasizing! achievements! even! on! unproblematic!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
477!Howe,!HC!Deb!17!December!1986!vol!107!cc1204/1205.!In!effect,!the!UK!had!inherited!the!problem!of!
trade! tensions!with! the!US!over!pasta!and!citrus! fruits! from! the!preceding!Dutch!Presidency,! cf.!Agence!
Europe,! 4232:! 6,! January! 6/7,! 1986.! Howe!was!mocked! in! the! Commons! for! “claiming! great! success! in!
terms!of!lemons!and!spaghetti”!while!a!“trade!war”!with!the!US!was!still!a!“serious!possibility”!(Tony!Lloyd!
(Stretford),!ibid.!cc1209/1210),!but!defended!the!Presidency’s!trade!record!as!having!overcome!“three!speH













for!more! liberal!air! transport;! indifference! to! the!unemployment!crisis;! refusal! to!bring!
sterling!into!the!exchange!rate!mechanism!of!the!European!Monetary!System;!or!a!bustH
up!on!agricultural! reform”! (Peel!1986,!op.! cit.:! 26).! In!addition,! there!were! several!unH
comfortable!–!from!the!UK!perspective!–!EPC!dossiers.!To!deal!with!these!problematic!isH
sues,!the!British!Presidency!pursued!one!of!three!strategies:!agenda!exclusion!and!replaH
cement! by! emphasis! on! nonHproblematic! or! filler! items;! reframing! Community! policy!
along!the!lines!of!British!preferences;!or!yielding!in!pursuit!of!agreement.!The!first!of!theH
se!strategies!is!in!line!with!predictions!of!the!Presidency!effect!in!the!leadership!role;!the!




Thus,! the! structural! budget! deficit!was! avoided,! and! the! annual! budgets! for! 1986! and!
1987!were! largely!dealt!with!by!the!Council!yielding!to!EP!demands!and!“by! ignoring!a!








sions.!On!unemployment,! the!Presidency!reframed!the!Community!debate!with! its! (coH
sponsored)!Unemployment! Initiative.!Yet! taking!an! initiative,!especially!on!an!awkward!





effectively,! it! was! “pursued! with! relative! vigour”! (ibid.)! in! certain! unavoidable! sectors!
(notably!the!beef!regime).!Finally,!many!difficult!EPC!dossiers!were!kept!off!the!PresidenH










be! thought! to!be!on! the! ‘fringe’!of!Community!business! took!pride!of!place!…! :!drugs,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





AIDS,! and! illegal! immigration! amongst! them”! (Brewin/McAllister! 1987:! 361).! In! short,!










































risk! strategy! because! it! opened! the! Presidency! up! to! demands! from! the! other! Council!
members.!Having!committed!itself!so!prominently!to!this!initiative,!which!headlined!the!




gue! and! the! Commission’s! Cooperative! Strategy! for! Growth! –! did! not! change! the! fact!
that! henceforth,! they!no! longer! constituted! the! indisputable!basis! of! the!Community’s!
approach!to!the!problem.!Finally,!on!air!transport,!the!UK!Presidency!submitted!propoH


























































1992,!and!here!can! I! say! I!am!very!pleased!with!the!acceleration!the!Dutch!and!British!
Presidencies!have!managed!to!achieve.!I!think!we!have!managed!to!get,!on!the!internal!
market,! some! thirtyHtwo! agreements! in! our! own! Presidency! on! steps! to! improve! the!
internal!market”.482!
!
For! his! part,! the! Foreign! Secretary,! Sir! Geoffrey! Howe,! compiled! an! entire! list! of! sucH
cesses!for!the!benefit!of!the!House!of!Commons:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
481! The! result,!which!according! to!estimates! given!by!British! government! representatives!did! reduce! the!
cost!of!the!CAP!considerably!during!the!transition!period!while!still!adding!to!farmers’!incomes,!was!greetH


































have! been! done,! then! let! them! join!with! us! in! this! Parliament!maintaining! our! pressure! on! the! Council!




















this! Presidency! effect,! amounting! to! a! proHintegration! bias,! is! expected! to! be! stronger!
and!more!easily!visible!in!the!context!of!the!leader!and!broker!roles!a!Presidency!plays;!
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sions,! the! Presidency! effect! has! a! contribution! to! make! to! the! explanation! of! overall!
integration!outcomes.!It!must!be!noted,!however,!that!the!mechanisms!of!the!Presidency!
effect,!which! have! evolved!with! the! Presidency’s! four! roles! over! time,! are! themselves!
more!continuous!and!robust!than!their!effect,!which!is!neither!decisive!nor!evident!at!all!
times,! for! it! can! be! and! often! is! trumped! by! other! factors! such! as! the! prevalence! of!
national! interests,! domestic! pressure! or! bargaining! dynamics! in! the! Council! or! the! EC!
more!broadly.!
Overall,! the!Presidency!effect!emerges!as!yet!another! instance!of!unanticipated!conseA





















hardening!of!national!positions,!or!encourage,!…!as! in! the!beginning!of! the!1980s,!…!a!
Community!solution”!(ibid.).!The!desperate!economic!and!political!situation!at!home!did!
not!promote!CommunityAmindedness! in! the!1977!Presidency,!but! it! did!not! stop!ThatA
cher!from!vigorously!pursuing!common!market!objectives!and!the!aims!associated!with!
the!30!May!mandate.!Experience,!on!the!other!hand,!seems!to!affect!Presidency!perforA
mance! less!ambiguously.!While! in! the!cases!of! the!1977!and!1981!British!Presidencies,!








































dencies.!We! were! not.! A! lot! of! people! didn’t! think! that’s! the! way! to! do! it.!What! we!
thought!was,!we!have!a!responsibility!as!President!and!therefore,!we!have!to!exercise!it!



































you! neglect! it! during! your! Presidency,! when! you! have! some! ability! to! shape! it,! then!
somebody!else!is!probably!going!to!do!it!in!their!Presidency,!when!you!have!less!opporA













role! of! coalitionAbuilding”! (Wallace! 1986:! 585,! cf.! also! Allen! 1988:! 39).! To! put! it!more!
bluntly,!the!1977!Presidency!took!little!trouble!to!conceal!the!fact!that!it!prioritized!the!
UK! national! interest! over! Community! agreement! on! the! difficult! issues.! There! is! some!
evidence!that!it!was!aware!of!the!expectations!associated!with!the!Presidency,!but!these!
were!trumped!by!domestic!concerns.!The!1981!Presidency!did!show!some!signs!of!moveA






























spotlight! of! the! Presidency! as! representative! induces! the! incumbent! to!make! concesA








































rently,! there! are! only! a! handful! of! studies! that! find! a! quantitatively!measurable! PresiA








bles!and!different!causal!paths! to!an!outcome!via!process! tracing!as!well!as!checks! for!
spurious!variables.!However,!the!problem!of!equifinality!remains:!there!may!be!undiscloA





A! further! challenge! has! been! presented! by! the! inevitable! limitations! of! the! available!
sources,!including!potential!interviewees.!Many!key!documents!are!simply!not!(yet)!availA
able!due!to!statutory!constraints!on!disclosure!(classified!materials),!a!common!difficulty!
for!historical! case!studies.!While!other! sources!were!both!authoritative!and! rich! (espeA




the! limitations!of! the!data!directly!affect! the!analysis! in!processAtracingAbased!research!
as!much!as!in!quantitative!studies!relying!on!the!quality!of!large!data!sets.!Most!imporA
tantly,!in!this!context,!it!means!that!no!two!case!studies!draw!on!the!exact!same!sources!
–! while! there! are! a! few! constants,! like! contemporary! media! coverage! and! especially!
Agence!Europe,!many!more!sources!vary!due!to!availability!(thus,!declassified!documents!







In! addition,! there! are! the!often!unmentioned!problems!with! counterfactual! reasoning:!
the!“fundamental”!problem!of!causal!inference!(cf.!King/Keohane/Verba!1994:!79)!is!that!
it! is! impossible!to!“reArun!history!and!change!only!one!variable! in!a!perfect!experiment!
that!would!allow”!the!observation!of!“the!actual!causal!effect”!of!the!variable!in!question!
(Bennett/George!1997).!Case!studies!relying!on!theory!to!derive!expectations!about!the!




changes! other! factors! that! would! also! “materially”! affect! the! outcome! (Fearon! 1991:!
193)?!For!instance,!if!the!UK!had!not!been!in!the!Presidency!at!a!given!occasion!for!deciA
sion!examined!here,!another!member!state!would!have!been,!and!the!Presidency!would!
have!been!expected!to!exercise! the!same!pressures!on! its!behavior! in! the!Council!as! it!
did!on!the!UK.!Thus,!counterfactual!suppositions!must!be!“coAtenable!with!the!facts!and!
theories!used!to!draw!the!causal!inferences!they!make”!(ibid.).!To!ensure!coAtenability,!it!
would!be!necessary! to!ascertain! that! if!a!“counterfactual!assertion!had!been!true”! (for!
example,!if!there!had!been!no!UK!Presidency),!“nothing!else!would!also!have!been!differA
ent!in!a!way!that!would!have!materially!affected!the!outcome.!(…)!The!fewer!the!changes!
from!the!actual!world! required!by!a!counterfactual! supposition,! the!easier! it!will!be! to!









allow! for!more!systematic!comparison! to!specify! the!conditions!under!which! the!PresiA
dency!effect!is!likely!to!have!an!impact.!












cent!Presidency!cases! can!help! shed! light!on! the! impact!of! the! institutionalization!of!a!







the! Presidency! factors! specified! here! along! with! the! alternative! explanatory! variables!
suggested!by!other!explanations!of!Council!decision!making.!This!approach!will!also!allow!
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Conference, at the School of Politics and International Relations, University of Nottingham, April 19-20, 
2007. 
 
The Presidency Effect in European Integration, Fifteenth International Conference of the Council for 
European Studies (CES), Chicago, March 29-April 2, 2006. Available online at 
http://www.europanet.org/conf/conf.html. 
 
Why Does the EU Keep Integrating? Exploring the Role of the Council Presidency Offene 
Sektionstagung, Sektion “Internationale Politik” der Deutschen Vereinigung für Politikwissenschaft 
(DVPW), Mannheim, October 6-7, 2005. Available online at http://www.mzes.uni-
mannheim.de/konf/dvpw2005/fs_programm.html.  
 
Why Does the EU Keep Integrating? A Process-Driven Exploration, Sawyer Law and Politics Program 
(SLAPP) Research Workshop, Campbell Public Affairs Institute, Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs, Syracuse University, April 4, 2004, available at 
http://www.maxwell.syr.edu/campbell/SLAPP/Workshop.htm. 
 
Assessing Alternative Explanations of EU Foreign Policy Development, panel The Foreign Policy of 
the European Union, 45th Annual International Studies Association (ISA) Convention, Montreal, Canada, 
March 17-20, 2004. Available in the ISA Paper Archive at http://www.isanet.org/archive.html. 
 
Can Institutional Learning Explain EU Foreign Policy Making? 8th Graduate Student Conference, 
BMW Center for German and European Studies, Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service, 
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., February 20/21, 2004. 
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EU Foreign Policy Making and Institutional Learning, paper presented on the panel on EU Foreign 
Policy and Security; chaired the panel on ESDP: Prospects and Implications, Central and Eastern Europe 
International Studies Association/ International Studies Association (CEEISA/ISA) International 
Convention, Budapest, Hungary, June 26-28, 2003. 
 
Does European Integration Theory Predict or Explain Anything about CFSP Development Since 
Maastricht? With Craig Parsons, European Union Studies Association (EUSA) 8th Biennial International 
Conference, Nashville, TN, March 27-29, 2003. 
 
Institutional Learning and EU Foreign Policy Making, 2003 International Studies Association (ISA) 
Annual Convention, Portland, OR, February 26-March 1, 2003. 
 
The Risks of Conflict Intervention: Paradoxes of Coercive Diplomacy in the Kosovo Crisis, panel 
chaired at the International Studies Association (ISA) Annual Convention, New Orleans, LA, March 24-27, 
2002. 
 
Risky Business: Conflict Intervention and the Paradoxes of Coercive Diplomacy, 33rd Annual 
Meeting of the Northeastern Political Science Association & the International Studies Association-
Northeast, Philadelphia, PA, November 8-10, 2001. 
 
Interventionsrisiken: die Paradoxien von Zwangsdiplomatie [The Risks of Intervention: Paradoxes of 
Coercive Diplomacy], Centre for Transatlantic Foreign and Security policy (CTFSP) Conference on 
International Risk Policy, Berlin, November 25/26, 2000. 
 
 
Research Projects and Publications 
 
British Euroscepticism – a View from the Continent, EUSA Review Forum: British Euroscepticism – 
How Distinctive?, in EUSA Review 26:2, Spring 2013, 5/6, available at 
http://www.eustudies.org/publications_review.php. 
 
Bill William Cash; Peter Walker, entries for the Dictionary of European Integration, Luiss Guido Carli 
University, Rome, forthcoming. 
 
Justus Lipsius; Karl Popper; Commonwealth, in George Thomas Kurian et al. (eds.) 2010, The 
Encyclopedia of Political Science, Washington, D.C.: CQ Press. 
 
Ernst B. Haas, in Nigel Young (ed.) 2010, The Oxford International Encyclopedia of Peace, Oxford: 
Oxford University Press. 
 
European Integration and Peaceful Détente, in Nigel Young (ed.) 2010, The Oxford International 
Encyclopedia of Peace, Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
 
The Long and Winding Road: British EEC Accession and Transatlantic Relations, Chapter Four in 
Catherine Hynes/ Sandra Scanlon (eds.) 2009, Reform and Renewal: Transatlantic Relations during the 
1960s and 1970s, Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 59-84. 
 
The Case for Visiting the European Union, EUSA Review Forum: Teaching the EU, in EUSA Review 
22:1, Winter 2009, 9-11, available at http://www.eustudies.org/publications_review.php. 
 
After the French Non (Book Review), in International Journal on World Peace 25:1 (March 2008), 94-98. 
 
Developments in European Politics (Book Review), in Journal of Common Market Studies (JCMS) 45:1 
(February 2007), 225-226. 
 
Track Two Diplomacy Evaluation Project 
Global Affairs Institute (GAI)/Program on the Analysis and Resolution of Conflicts (PARC), Syracuse 
University, 2001-2003. 
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International Risk Policy Research Project 
Center for Transatlantic Foreign and Security Policy (CTFSP), Otto-Suhr-Institute for Political Science, 
Freie Universität Berlin, 1998-2002: 
 
The Risks of Conflict Intervention: Paradoxes of Coercive Diplomacy in the Kosovo Crisis, 
Maxwell European Union Center Working Paper No. 6, Security and Crisis Management Section, 
available at http://www.maxwell.syr.edu/moynihan/programs/euc/papers.html. 
 
Intervention – Paradoxe Effekte der Zwangsdiplomatie im Kosovo-Konflikt [Intervention: Paradox 
Effects of Coercive Diplomacy in the Kosovo Conflict], in Christopher Daase/Susanne Feske/Ingo 
Peters (eds.), chapter in Internationale Risikopolitik. Der Umgang mit Neuen Gefahren in den 
Internationalen Beziehungen [International Risk Policy: Handling New Dangers in International 
Relations], Baden-Baden: Nomos 2002, 215-242. 
 
Republished as Paradoxes of Coercive Diplomacy in the Kosovo Crisis, in Institute for East Asian 
Studies (IEAS) (ed.), Peace and Prosperity Policy and the Peace Regime in the Korean Peninsula: the 





Ludwig-Maximilians University Munich 
 
EU Institutions: Seminar with Excursion to Brussels and Luxembourg (Ü, Political Science, BA) 
Introduction to International Relations (Political Science, BA) 
EU Politics: Interests, Institutions and Ideas (Ü, Political Science, BA) 
 
University of Mannheim 
 
Introduction to Working Scientifically (Ü, Political Science, BA) 
EU Institutions: Seminar with Excursion to Brussels and Luxembourg (Ü, Political Science, BA) 
BA-Thesis Preparatory Colloquium (Political Science, BA, with Stefan Götze) 
Comparative Politics and European Integration (PS, Political Science, BA) 
Change and Continuity in International Institutions: Classic Texts (Political Science, MA) 
‘Governing’ in European Security and Defence Policy (Ü, Political Science, BA, with Dr. Stefan 
Seidendorf) 
The Politics of European Integration (HS, Political Science, BA) 
Member States in the Process of European Integration (PS, Political Science, BA) 
EU Politics: Interests, Institutions and Ideas (Ü, Political Science, BA) 
Britain and Europe (HS, Political Science, BA) 
Member States in the Process of European Integration: the Example of Great Britain (BA Tutorial) 
Sections of History and Theory of European Integration (Political Science, BA) 
 
The Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University 
 
Political Argument and Reasoning (Political Science, BA, team-taught) 
Sections of Introduction to International Relations (Political Science/IR, BA) 
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Fellowships & Grants 
 
Summer Research Grant, Department of Political Science, The Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs, Syracuse University, Summer 2004 
 
Maxwell European Union Center Summer Research Grant, Moynihan Institute of Global Affairs, The 
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University, Summer 2003 
 
Roscoe Martin Research Support Grant, The Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, 
Syracuse University, Spring 2003 
 
Research Assistantship of the Department of Political Science, Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs, Academic Year 2002/03 
 
Goekjian Summer Research Grant of the Moynihan Institute of Global Affairs, Maxwell School of 
Citizenship and Public Affairs, Summer 2002 
 
Fulbright Grant for graduate study in the United States, Academic Years 2000/01-2003/04 
 
Franco-German Youth Office (Deutsch-Französisches Jugendwerk, DFJW) Grant for graduate study in 





Reviewer, Journal of Common Market Studies (JCMS), Journal of Contemporary European Research 
(JCER), International Peacekeeping, International Journal on World Peace 
 
Referee, European Journal of Political Research (EJPR), Journal of European Public Policy (JEPP), 
Zeitschrift für Internationale Beziehungen (ZIB), Perspectives on European Politics and Society, Journal of 
Contemporary European Research (JCER), Human Rights Review (HRR), The Maxwell Review 
 
Member, European Union Studies Association (EUSA), Council for European Studies (CES), University 
Association for Contemporary European Studies (UACES), History of European Integration Research 
Society (HEIRS), Lorenz-von-Stein Gesellschaft e.V. [Lorenz-von-Stein Society] 
